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David Monks RAeC Chairman

Since the last newsletter it is pleasing to see restrictions are easing and we are all able to fly again. I am delighted
to report all of our associations have reported an upturn in activity. I hear the LAA has issued the most permits in
any single month which shows a step in the right direction. I sincerely hope this is the beginning of the return to
recreational GA.
During lockdown it’s been business as usual for the associations even though there have been flying restrictions
as they have continued to administer their organisations so do please continue to support them.
Embracing modern technology, the RAeC AGM was held by Zoom last month allowing us to carry out the
formalities of the Club as we enter our 119th year. The current membership comprises of 12 associations, 9
associate members and 91 individual members. I’m pleased to report the Club is in good health. Our Treasurer,
Matthew Bolshaw, consistently provides us with a budget that is holistic in its view and achievable on a modest
income. The activities of the Club are far reaching with representatives in five organisations ranging from sport &
recreation to safety & legislative which see with RAeC interfaced with FAI, European Air Sports, CAA, GAA and The
Sports & Recreational Alliance. Members of the associations have been awarded 29 FAI World records in the past
year, my congratulations to the recipients. There were several elections held this year. I’ve been re-elected as
Chairman for another twelve months; Roger Hopkinson continues as Vice Chairman of RAeC Rob Hughes will
continue in his role as FAI Vice President; Matthew Bolshaw will continue as our Treasurer and Chairman of
Medals & Awards Committee; Mike Pearson was elected Vice Chairman of the Medals & Awards Committee.
Congratulations to everyone who was elected, keep up the good work!
Despite the worldwide pandemic causing many international associations to cancel their AGMs, The Executive
Board of FAI has announced its intention to hold an electronic General Conference. It’s going to be held in
December 2020. Elections are due this year and the current President has not indicated if he will be standing for
re-election. The forthcoming elections are the most important elections in FAI for ten years as at last year’s
General Conference the membership, with a considerable input from RAeC, confirmed what they require of FAI.
This momentum needs to continue and the organisation needs an Executive Board who can control spending and
understand finance; adopt the strategy the members require; direct the Secretary General & Secretariat and
deliver the mandate the membership gives to it at the General Conference.
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The EB is entrusted by the membership to deliver results on its behalf between conferences so the importance of
the role cannot be emphasised enough. If you have any candidates in mind who you would like to propose, please
email David Phipps secretary@royalaeroclub.org . Anyone interested can have a look at GC 2019 minutes on FAI’s
webpage - they are worth a read due to the involvements of The Royal Aero Club
www.https://fai.org/documents.
On the whole, 120 days or so into lockdown good times are slowly returning and we should remind ourselves
during these uncertain times to remain adaptable and prepare for what may be ahead.

David Monks
Chairman
The Royal Aero Club of the United Kingdom
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jude@royalaeroclub.uk
FROM YOUR EDITOR

Well that was so typical of the British weather. Locked-down during fantastic flying conditions
and once flying bans lifted, and the aircraft booked as still just with currency, the heavens
opened and the winds gusted and flying sensibly cancelled.
But pleased to say I’m back current, with the SEP instruction flight and Club check-ride done
and dusted. Now just to rebuild the hours for the extended SEP (22 nd November 2020 in case
anyone cannot remember the magic date) as all hours flown from end of May to 21 st November
2019 are now not counted towards the biennial; to have some flying fun too and another year of
practice till the World Rally Flying Championships in South Africa, as has been postponed.
Sadly nearly all 2020 air sport competitions, both National and International, have been either
cancelled or postponed during this Covis-19 pandemic. But at the time of writing there are some
Nationals going ahead before publication of this summer Newsletter:- The Drone Nationals;
Aerobatic and some Model Flying competitions to name but a few.
Please accept heart-felt condolences to you, your family and friends for the loss due to Covid-19
of loved ones or friends. These are difficult times which we may see go on for some time to
come.
If your air sport has competitions, get togethers, AGM’s etc between now and mid-October
please do forward photos and reports/articles for inclusion in the Autumn issue (copy deadline
15th October ish – note the important ish lol). Please email Newsletter contribution articles,
information and jpegs (labelled please) to me at jude@royalaeroclub.uk Also jpegs for future
RAeC Newsletter front covers.
If you are not being emailed the mini version of the RAeC Newsletters please ask your Air
Sports Association secretary to do so or if you do not have internet access to be able to see the
larger online issue please ask RAeC General Secretary Dave Phipps to send you your smaller
printed version by snail mail.
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Where I have used/obtained information from websites and other sources I have taken that, as
usual, this will be with your blessing and photographs are credited where known.
My thanks to Paul Tallet at Progression Marketing for setting the front cover of this summer
issue and to pilot Rich Goodwin for making us, in the South West smile, in the dark times.
There has been a long campaign by MPs and the Lords of the All Party Parliamentary Group on
General Aviation to reverse the Parliamentary decision made in 1960 making it illegal for aircraft
to write messages or draw images in the sky using smoke trails. S7 Civil Aviation (Licensing)
Act) prohibited aerial advertising and propaganda on the grounds of inadequate aircraft safety
and technical skills by pilots, and to prevent visual intrusion.
Wishing you stay well and safe and if flying safe flying and blue skies.

Wishing you stay well and safe and if flying safe flying and blue skies.

Jude Wordsworth
For further information on any items contained in this Newsletter, please contact the RAeC
Office at 31 St Andrew’s Road, Leicester, LE2 8RE or on 0116 244 0182 or at
secretary@royalaeroclub.co.uk
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The Royal Aero Club of the United Kingdom (RAeC) is the national co-ordinating body for Air Sports
in the United Kingdom.
Today its principal roles is to co-ordinate, promote and protect all forms of recreational and competitive
air sport in the UK, represent UK air sport internationally and has a major role in setting technical
standards, negotiating with international official bodies and, in consultation with our member
organisations, appoint UK delegates to the various Fédération Aéronautique Internationale (FAI)
Commissions.

RAeC NEWS
RAeC AGM
The RAeC AGM took place (as a Zoom meeting online) on Tuesday 7th July. See From Our Chairman
in this Newsletter for Chairman David Monks’ report.

2019 RAeC MEDALS AND AWARDS CEREMONY
Date for your diary the Ceremony for the presentation of 2019 Awards will now take place at the RAF
Club in May 2021. Watch this space for the date and further details.
2019 Recipients were announced in the Spring (May) issue of this Newsletter.

AIR SPORTS OPERATIONS AND COMPETITIONS
DURING COVID-19 PANDEMIC
Some UK air sport organisations have decided to go ahead with remaining 2020 competitions and the
FAI has issued technical and practical recommendations for air sports during the COVID-19 pandemic
as everyone involved in air sports activities are urged to take responsibility and to follow the
recommendations.
National regulations prevail at all times over FAI recommendations, which are meant to complement
existing efforts and to support those countries where no specific air sport documents are in place.
National rules are always the primary guidelines.
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-general-aviation/coronaviruscovid-19-general-aviation
See also
https://www.caa.co.uk/General-aviation/Displays,-events-and-activities/Flying-displays-andspecial-events/
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FAI general recommendations are given to everyone practicing flying activities, and in particular at an
airfield. Specific ones are provided for the different air sports eg for ballooning. A list of
recommendations describes which behaviours and precautions to adopt during the preparation as well
as during and after flights for the pilot and any passengers and the aircraft.
FAI recommendations on air
recommendations-covid-19-v1.0.pdf

sport

activities:

https://www.fai.org/sites/default/files/fai-cimp-

This document was prepared by the FAI Medico-physiological Commission (CIMP) to lower the chance
of becoming ill from COVID-19 and to prevent the spread of the virus while practicing flying activities or
attending air sports meetings. It provides a COVID-19 risk assessment and mitigation checklist for use
by host countries and mass gathering organisers. It also includes an operational tool which offers
guidance for organisers holding meetings during the COVID-19 outbreak and which should be
accompanied by the WHO COVID-19 Generic Risk Assessment Excel file
https://www.who.int/publications/m/item/mass-gathering-risk-assessment-covid-19-key-considerations
The above FAI document should be read in conjunction with the WHO’s key planning recommendations
for
Mass
Gatherings
in
the
context
of
the
current
COVID-19
outbreak
https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019/technical-guidance/points-of-entryand-mass-gatherings

ROYAL AERO CLUB

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

Our thanks to David Wise for his informative calendar of events which is available on the RAeC website
http://events.royalaeroclub.org/eventuk.htm
Events are always subject to change, rescheduling and cancellation and some are subject to NOTAMs
or Information Circulars (AICs) ALWAYS CHECK BEFORE SETTING OUT

RAeCT
The Trust has expanded the Management Board in order to freshen its activities and management and,
ultimately, to appoint additional trustees.
See the RAeCT section in this Newsletter for more information.

FACEBOOK
If you aren’t already following and liked our RAeC FaceBook page
https://www.facebook.com/1129595953719600/posts/2985832231429287?sfns=mo

checkout

LIGHT AIRCRAFT ASSOCIATION AND POOLEYS FLIGHT EQUIPMENT
SPORT FLYING VIDEO COMPETITION
The Light Aircraft Association and Pooleys Flight Equipment have launched a sport flying video
competition. It’s only open to LAA members but everyone will be able to enjoy the results, via the LAA
YouTube channel https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCQ8Ytam8IS5PEjyJemdxMiQ and Facebook
page https://www.facebook.com/lightaircraftassociation/
Checkout the LAA section in this Newsletter for more information
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BACK IN THE AIR
AND DUAL HOUSEHOLD FLYING NOW ALLOWED FOR SOME
Thanks to the hard and diligent work of everyone involved to get us back in the air in England and
Northern Ireland to fly dual with non-household members and commence or continue their flight training
as from the beginning of July.
The Scottish five-mile travel limit was lifted at the start of July, which meant that many pilots could get
to their airfields but not fly with anyone not in their household. For Welsh pilots, at the time of writing,
pilots can only participate with members of their own household (or extended household) or members of
one other household or extended household but only within a short range.
All pilots are still advised to follow the Government advice for anyone in close contact with others during
the Coronacrisis. The recommendation is to keep to social distancing where possible; to wear a mask or
face covering; to clean all shared surfaces after use; wash hands and/or use hand sanitisers and please
contact any airfield travelling to or from to ascertain their Covid-19 precautionary requirements.
Please make haste slowly as there have already been fatalities and serious accidents requiring
helicopter evacuations and ambulance attendances. A number of “near misses” could have resulted in
much worse outcomes! Be aware of your own lack of currency and others who are sharing the airspace
with you who make be just as rusty or more rusty than you. Ground communication officers may also be
just as rusty as those in the air too. Also be aware that restrictions may have been relaxed on your flying
day, but also may have been tightened up.
Also too be aware of the perception of many members of the public in regards to general aviation flying
as how they feel towards us many vary a lot.
Safe flying!

FAI AVIATION ART CONTEST FOR YOUNG PEOPLE 2021
“Flying Yesterday and Tomorrow” was the theme for the FAI’s Aviation Art Contest 2019. The Light
Aircraft Association facilitated the UK competition in association with the Royal Aero Club, Pilot
magazine and the Guild of Aviation Artists, with the winning UK entries will be forwarded to the global
FAI Young Artists Contest 2020 before the 1 st April deadline.
The UK competition entries close 31st January 2021
Full details on the UK entries are in the LAA section of this Newsletter

SPORTING LICENCES 2020

World Record and International Competitions

Some UK 2020 Airsports competitions are now going ahead. We recommend that your application to
your air sport association is done at least four weeks before the event in which you wish to take part
AND that you check the FAI Database to make sure your details are registered, and registered correctly.
http://old.fai.org/about-fai/fai-sporting-licences

Youth & Education Support Working Together in Youth Aviation
YES are a UK-wide group and the Youth Education branch of the Light Aircraft Association,
working together with LAA Clubs, leading industry companies, local education authorities, schools and
universities and many others to –educate, encourage and inspire young people to take part in all sorts of
activities connected with aviation, through –
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Aircraft building projects (YES & Other Build-a-Plane projects).
Training in meteorology, navigation and airmanship.
Exhibits and activities for young people at aviation shows.
Arranging talks and practical activity sessions for schools and youth groups.
Arranging aviation activity days for Beavers, Cubs, Scouts, and Explorers, Girl Guides, and others
Production and demonstration of training equipment for navigation and radio communications.
Maintaining an independent web-based aviation information centre for youngsters.
Providing guidance on a future career in the varied world of aviation.

Did you know that joining YES is not only a great idea, but it is free to join?
Just down load the membership form and send it to the YES Secretary and you will become part of the
Youth Education branch of the LAA, delivering education, inspiration and most of all fun to the Youth of
today.
https://yesflyers.org.uk/join-yes-its-free

AVIATION NATIONAL AND WORLD RECORDS
Correction in RAeC Spring 2020 Newsletter
RAeC Chairman, David Monks, would like to correct an inaccuracy on page 6 in the RAeC Spring
Newsletter that FAI World Records are “open to members and non-members alike”.
This is not the case as to qualify to claim for a record, an individual must be affiliated to the FAI and hold
the appropriate Sporting Licence. The appropriate Sporting Licence is required to have been issued
prior to the record attempt taking place.
Along with The Royal Aero Club Records Racing and Rally Association (“The 3Rs”
geoffreyboot@gmail.com ) any of the RAeC member associations can assist an individual making a
record attempt. Some RAeC member associations charge for their services, others do not.
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EVER WANTED TO GIVE MODEL AIRCRAFT FLYING A TRY?
The British Model flying Association has a network of clubs across the UK where you can give model aircraft flying
a try. You do not need your own aircraft to have a trial flight the aircraft and a dual control "buddy" system will be
available for you to use along with an experienced instructor.
Model aircraft flying, the most popular airsport in the UK, is suitable for people of all ages and the network of
model flying clubs is a fantastic resource for anyone wanting to get involved. Lots of free advice, assistance and
training available.
To find a local club for a trial flight visit https://try-flying.bmfa.uk/ to contact the club and make arrangements.

BGA RADIO TELEPHONY COURSE
The BGA radio telephony course is now online. It is intended for both glider pilots who want to gain an
FRTOL (Flight Radio Telephony Operator’s License) and those who already have one but want a
refresher.
They are teaching radio usage from a gliding point of view, rather than from a powered GA point of view
– so it will be directly useful for glider pilots who fly cross country.
There is no charge for this course. https://www.ruskin.me.uk/bga-frtol-course
See the BGA section in this Newsletter for more information

OTHER NEWS & INFORMATION
DON’T FORGET YOUR 5% online discount from Pooleys
If you are ordering any flight equipment from Pooleys https://www.pooleys.com use the promotional
code YES at the checkout and you will be helping to support the work that YES (Youth & Education
Support) is doing in the community and you’ll get a 5% discount off your orders.

SPORT AND RECREATION ALLIANCE
The Sport and Recreation Alliance is the umbrella organisation for the governing and representative
bodies of sport and recreation in the UK and represents more than 300 members – including
organisations like The FA, the Rugby Football Union, British Athletics, the Ramblers, British Rowing and
the Royal Aero Club. Several RAeC Members Associations are also member in their own right.
Their role, is to speak up on behalf of their members and represent their views at the highest level. They
also provide members with a range of services to make life easier and was formally known as the CCPR
or the Central Council of Physical Recreation. http://www.sportandrecreation.org.uk
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DO YOU FLY AN UNMANNED AIRCRAFT FOR FUN?
You could be operating unlawfully if you do not have either a CAA Flyer ID, or hold a BMFA Basic
Proficiency Certificate, A or B Certificate, or have passed the test to fly/operate an unmanned
aircraft weighing more than 250g outdoors.
What is an unmanned aircraft? It is defined as ‘any unmanned aircraft, other than a balloon or a kite,
having a mass of not more than 20 kg without its fuel but including any articles or equipment installed in
or attached to the aircraft at the commencement of its flight’.
You also need to be registered as an Operator with the CAA and be able to provide evidence that you
are aware of the applicable laws and have a Certificate of Competency.
This Certificate of Competency test meets the requirements of the CAA Drone and Model Aircraft
Registration & Education Scheme (DMARES). If you already hold a BMFA Achievement Certificate
(BPC, A , B etc) you do not need to take this test.
You can take the test via https://rcc.bmfa.uk/test/what-type-of-flying
The law in Bite Size https://rcc.bmfa.uk/the-law-in-bitesize
The regulations for model aircraft and drone flights are contained within the Air Navigation Order (ANO)
which is the primary document for all aviation regulations within the United Kingdom. In order to keep
the regulations at a proportionate level for smaller models, a set of specific, simpler, regulations apply to
aircraft that have a mass of 20kg or less (which are termed ‘small unmanned aircraft’ within the ANO).
In simple terms, these regulations state that:
 You are responsible for flying your model aircraft in a safe manner
 You must keep the model aircraft in your direct sight at all times while it is flying, so that you can ensure
that it does not collide with anything, especially other aircraft
 You must not endanger anyone, or anything with your model aircraft, including any articles that you drop
from it
 You must not fly at a height greater than 400ft above the surface unless permitted to by the CAA
 You must not fly within the Flight Restriction Zone of a protected aerodrome

The full regulations that relate to model aircraft and drones are: The Air Navigation Order 2016
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2016/765/contents/made
Article 241 -endangering safety of any person or property
Article 94A-G – small unmanned aircraft
Article 95 – small unmanned surveillance aircraft

DRONES: WORK ON THE U-SPACE REGULATION ADVANCES
Following the publication of EASA Opinion 01/2020 the European Commission is advancing with its
policy for the safe integration of drones into airspace. Based on the EASA Opinion it has developed a
Draft Implementing Regulation on a regulatory framework for the USpace.
Two to three additional meetings with Member States are foreseen before a vote on the regulation early
2021. There is general agreement that safety must be the number one priority. The Commission
stressed furthermore that the latest draft of the regulation ensures free access to U-Space airspace by
manned aviation, such that flying activities could continue to take place as they are today.
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However, it stressed the need for electronic conspicuity, i.e. the requirement for all airspace users to
communicate their position electronically and with a technology still to be defined in AMC/GC
(Acceptable Means of Compliance and Guidance Material). On this basis U-Space airspace should be
understood not as a restricted area but rather being similar to a Transponder Mandatory Zone.
According to the Commission, only drone flights shall require flight authorisation and it will ultimately be
the responsibility of drones operators and the U-Space service provider to ensure they avoid manned air
traffic.
We await to see the outcome of the additional meetings.

STAY IN CONTROL: THE CAA GA SAFETY CAMPAIGN
Loss of control (LOC) is one of the leading safety issues in general aviation. In the last five years 'loss of
control in flight' events made up 20% of all GA accidents, 44% of all fatalities and 55% of all serious
injuries. The majority of these events occurred during the approach and the CAA has just released the
first part of our Stay in Control safety campaign focussing on “Loss of Control in the Circuit”.
https://publicapps.caa.co.uk/docs/33/Loss%20of%20control%20in%20the%20circuit%20July%202020%
20(CAP1942).pdf

AEROBILITY’S INTERNATIONAL ARMCHAIR AIRSHOW
Aerobility hosted the first ever International Armchair Airshow, bringing the excitement of airshows to
living rooms around the UK and beyond was held on the 20th June The event included air display
legends Mike Ling, George Bacon and Jon Windover running the show comprised live pilot interviews,
walk-throughs and never-before seen air-display and in-cockpit footage. The line-up included SR-71
Blackbird, Solar Impulse, F-22, F-18, F-35, F-104, Chinook, Concorde, Vulcan, Spitfire and participation
from RAF, USAF, RAAF, The Blades and The Red Arrows and was free to view via
www.armchairairshow.com and the Aerobility YouTube Channel.
My thanks to Marcus O’Shea, for this report.
Aerobility, the British Disabled Flying Charity, is a well-respected and much-loved member of the UK’s
aviation community. The charity changes lives by offering anyone, with any disability, the chance to fly a
plane. The reason for this of course, is that it drives the question, ‘if I can fly a plane, what else can I do?’
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Their flyers also often speak of the complete relief from pain or the relief from daily worries that flying
provides. There is no room for any of these in the cockpit, so the brain shuts them out. As well as
teaching people to fly, the charity offers much-needed respite from the daily challenges their
beneficiaries live with. Led by Mike Miller-Smith MBE, the charity has been successfully delivering on
this model for over 25 years.
As 2020 began, Aerobility was in full-flow and preparing for the flying season ahead with the 1000
individuals that would take to the sky in an Aerobility aircraft. Then Covid-19 happened, grounding
planes and shutting classrooms; it halted virtually all fundraising overnight and delivered the single
biggest threat to the charity’s existence, since starting in 1993.
Determined to continue supporting its flyers and ground school students, the charity created Virtual
Aerobility to enable its community to stay connected. The programme has delivered online learning,
aviation quizzes and interviews with iconic aviators, such as Squadron Leader, Martin Pert, Team
Leader, Red Arrows, Jessica Cox, the world’s first armless pilot, Air Vice Marshal Gary Waterfall CBE
and NASA Launch Director Mike Leinbach.
The charity then realised that everyone it works with, everyone it supports and the aviation community
would miss the 2020 Airshow Season. In response, Aerobility created the Armchair Airshow, offering
more than a virtual airshow, revisiting old footage, they wanted to re-imagine the Airshow Experience they gave themselves just 4 weeks to pull the event together.
As well as bringing the thrill of airshows and unique pilot insight to its viewers, the Airshow was also
intended to fundraise in support of disabled flying.
To that end, the show Airshow included an auction, a text donate facility and a lottery to win a Triumph
Hinckley Spitfire Bonneville Motorbike, along with a flight in an iconic Spitfire two-seater from Duxford
Airfield.
A true collaboration, the event brought many corporate members of the Aviation Community together in
support of disabled flying. Assembling an Organising Committee to include Mike Ling and George
‘Smokey’ Bacon made this feel just possible. What was delivered was ground-breaking.
The International Armchair Airshow 2020 was streamed live on YouTube on the 20th June. It delivered
4-hours of unseen in-cockpit and air-display footage, the majority of which was accompanied by
interviews with the pilots and aviators, to living rooms across the UK and around the world.

All told, the event brought content from over 50 contributors to viewers in over 60 countries. There was
even a zoom call with 31 former and current members of the Royal Air Force Aerobatic Team, the Red
Arrows. So much content was collated that an unseen-footage episode was also streamed on 5th July.
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These were Aerobytes, Breitling, Nasmyth Group, NATS, Hayward Aviation, London Biggin Hill Airport,
Farnborough International, Planes TV, Singleton PR and Wonderland WPA. These companies offered
financial support, expertise and resource, without which the event could not have taken place.
Mike Miller-Smith, Aerbility’s CEO said: “The International Armchair Airshow, has been an exercise,
almost unprecedented in Aerobility’s 25+ year history”.
Conceiving of and delivering the Airshow has been about ensuring we remain able to support our
disabled flyers and their families as well as anyone who gets in touch for the first time. The financial
result is good, we have raised over £43,000 and have given a much-needed life-line to disabled flying in
the UK.

Our flyers often talk about the relief from pain and the escape from the restrictions of their disability, that
our flights provide; whilst the Airshow has achieved many things, it has most importantly, in a matter of
weeks, generated funding equivalent to enabling 240 individuals to take a respite flight with Aerobility.
This is the real achievement and one that we are all very proud of.

The individuals and companies that came together, from an industry that has taken a massive hit during
these difficult times, have embodied the idea of taking on a challenge to overcome adversity and as a
result have reflected the true spirit of aviation.”
If you missed the show you can still watch it on www.armchairairshow.com
If you would like to see how you can support disabled flying in the UK please contact
mike@aerobility.com
13

SHARING OF THE DIRECT COSTS OF A FLIGHT
- NON-EASA AIRCRAFT UK AIRSPACE
The CAA have published details of sharing the direct costs of a flight by up to six people, which
superseding Official Record Series 4 No. 1274.
See UK & EASA REGULATORY MATTERS in this Newsletter for more information

DENIED ACCESS TO AIRSPACE?
Any pilot who believes they have been unreasonably denied access to airspace should complete and
submit this CAA form.
https://apply.caa.co.uk/CAAPortal/servlet/SmartForm.html?formCode=fcs1521v2

GASCo : RETURNING TO FLYING
GASCo has produced a short course to assist pilots start flying after a longer than usual break. The
course takes the form of an interactive presentation and will take about 20 minutes to complete although
sections can be skipped if desired.
https://pro.ispringcloud.eu/acc/pTPKR6MxMDQxODI/s/104182-BZsNt-ah6Vw-ERzcU
If your group, club, training organisation or association would like to host an evening then please get in
touch with Penny in the GASCo Office penny@gasco.org.uk
GASCo provide all the promotional
material and practical help, virtually all the host has to do is provide the venue and fix the date.
https://www.gasco.org.uk/flight-safety-information/safety-evenings

Aviation and Maritime Confidential Incident Reporting
Edition 84 (May 2020) and Steve Forward’s first CHIRP publication as Director: Aviation can be found at
https://www.chirp.co.uk/upload/docs/General%20Aviation/GAFB%20Edition%2084%20%20Electronic%20final.pdf
The aim of CHIRP is to contribute to the enhancement of aviation safety in the UK by providing a totally
independent confidential (not anonymous) reporting system for all individuals employed in or associated
with these industries.
This includes not only for us GA but also ground handling and drones.
CHIRP always protects the identity of incident reporters. They are a confidential programme and only
keep reporters personal details for as long as they need to keep in contact with them. CHIRP incident
publication reports are a valuable resource for GA pilots, we can often learn from others mistakes and
so not do the same mistake ourselves. We hope! https://www.chirp.co.uk

AERONAUTICAL INFORMATION CIRCULARS (AICs)
The full library of AICs can be accessed via http://www.nats-uk.ead-it.com/public/index.php.html
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POLICY FOR PERMANENTLY ESTABLISHED DANGER AREAS and
TEMPORARY DANGER AREAS
Published on 21 July 2020 and replacing 'DAP Policy: SARG Danger Areas'
http://publicapps.caa.co.uk/docs/33/Policy%20Statement%20Permanently%20Established%20Danger%
20Areas%20and%20Temporary%20Danger%20Areas.pdf

THE ARMY FLYING MUSEUM
The Museum reopened on Monday 13 July following extensive preparations to ensure the best practices
are in operation for social distancing and cleanliness. Situated in Middle Wallop, Stockbridge in
Hampshire the Museum holds an extensive collection charting over 100 years of the British Army in the
air. With over 35 fixed wing and rotary aircraft on display, the Museum is the perfect place to explore the
fascinating history of army aviation and The Apache Cafe - 0900 - 1600hrs, seven days a week
Open: 1000 - 1630hrs
Admission prices: Adult (16+) - £14 Child (5 to 15-years-old) - £8
Concessions (Seniors and Students) - £10 (2 adults and up to 3 children) - £38
Wallop Spitfire Weekend: 25-27 September 2020
Aircraft Enthusiasts Fair and Model Show: 15 November 10:00 am – 3:00 pm
There are also “Lockdown” online lectures:
Operation DEADSTICK - described by the D-Day air commander as the greatest flying achievement of
the Second World War https://www.armyflying.com/lockdown-lectures/operation-deadstick
The Falklands Conflict with 656 Squadron Army Air Corps: Brigadier (Ret’d) Colin Sibun talks of his
own experiences in command of 656 Squadron Army Air Corps in Operation Corporate during the
Falklands Conflict.
https://www.armyflying.com/lockdown-lectures/the-falklands-conflict-with-656-squadron-army-air-corps/
True Grit, The Extraordinary story of Extraordinary Army Pilots: daring, young pilots who flew slow,
unarmed Auster spotting planes over Normandy in 1944.
https://www.armyflying.com/lockdown-lectures/true-grit-the-extraordinary-story-of-extraordinary-armypilots/
See https://www.armyflying.com for more information

THE ALL-PARTY PARLIAMENTARY GROUP ON GENERAL AVIATION
(APPG-GA) https://generalaviationappg.uk
The General Aviation All-Party Parliamentary Group (APPG-GA) has written to the Secretary of State for
Digital, Culture, Media and Sport calling for the creation of a dedicated organisation to support
owners of historically important aircraft to ensure they are protected for future generations.
Experts highlighted that heritage aircraft, both flying and non-flying, can be uniquely vulnerable due to
their fragile construction, and subject to a wide range in the standard of stewardship. They conclude that
not enough is currently being done to secure the future of these culturally important artefacts.
As a solution, the report recommended that Government should create a ‘national secretariat’, to be
parented by the Science Museum or the Imperial War Museum, which would maintain a list of important
aircraft and provide advice and leadership on the conservation of heritage aircraft.
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Commenting on the report, Robert Courts MP, Parliamentary Chair of the APPG-GA’s Heritage Group
said, “During this 80th anniversary year of the Battle of Britain, it should be clearer than ever how big a
role certain aircraft, like the Spitfire, have played in our national story. Britain led the way in aerospace
technology for much of the 20th century and the physical memory of this time must be preserved to
inspire the next generation of budding pilots and engineers. The Government already supports historic
naval vessels through the National Historic Ships organisation. All we are asking for is that important
heritage aircraft receive the same recognition.”

Lord Davies of Gower, Co-Chair of the APPG-GA added, “It’s important to point out that we are not
trying to add to the regulatory burden of historic aircraft owners – they already have enough to contend
with. What we do want is a system which can act as a fall back to make sure rare aircraft do not end up
on a scrap heap.”
To see a copy of the letter: https://generalaviationappg.uk/register-of-historic-aircraft-letter-to-sos-final1 To read the report:
https://generalaviationappg.uk/20200618_case_for_a_secretariat_and_register_of_historic_aircraft-1/

EDUCATE YOUR MP
One of the ways we can assist the APPG-GA is to educate our own MP’s not matter which Party they
represent as the APPG-GA is an across Party and both Houses Group. To see who they are, and if your
MP is a member: https://generalaviationappg.uk/parliamentary-members
Download the “Educate your MP pack” here
https://generalaviationappg.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/GA-Campaign-Pack-final.pdf

REVISION OF BALLOON LICENSING REQUIREMENTS (PART-FCL)
NOW IN FORCE
See the UK & EASA REGULATORY MATTERS section in this Newsletter for further information
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ELECTRONIC CONSPICUITY
My thanks to Steve Uzochukwu and Joe Schofield for the following article published in Skywings July
2020 which I thought might be of interest to RAeC readers.
The CAA’s view is that Electronic Conspicuity (EC) will be the means to allow greater use of the
finite resource of UK airspace, which may include widespread use of unmanned aircraft but without
reducing safety and it remains the CAA’s intention to bring forward proposals to require EC where
its use reduces the likelihood of mid-air collisions and where such mid-air collisions are a
serious risk to those people either engaged in flying or on the ground. EC is viewed as a means to
enable the UK to take advantage of the opportunities that might be presented by new technologies, but
at the same time allow the volume of commercial air transport to increase efficiently whilst enabling
recreational aviation to continue to enjoy the activities they favour.
Recent developments have built on existing technologies to offer an unprecedented array of information
to recreational pilots. Electronic Conspicuity is a relatively simple concept that can be quite hard to
explain. Steve Uzochukwu examines the underlying concepts before looking at technical details or the
background science. Different requirements and technologies prevent a single approach that we can all
access.
To be conspicuous is to be clearly visible or easily noticed. In a fast-moving or chaotic environment with
the potential for collisions, it makes sense for us to make ourselves easier to see. On a road-building
project we could wear a hi-vis jacket so that drivers would be able to see us better and avoid us. The risk
of accidents would be reduced. However the reverse is not true: wearing a hi-viz jacket won’t make it
easier for us to see hazards. This is the relatively simple concept of visual conspicuity. Conspicuity is
not always a reciprocal thing. This is a key concept we must grasp.
So we can take this concept a stage further and think about being conspicuous by means other than just
visibly. This pretty much defines the concept of Electronic Conspicuity. By non-visual means we can
'see' pilots who are beyond our line-of-sight, and if they have the right equipment they might be able to
see us.
Air Traffic Control (ATC) and an ordered system of air routes requires ATC to know where every aircraft
is at any time.
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A network of radar stations provide the information ATC requires. Each station conducts a sweep of the
area around it with a beam. When that beam hits something of a sufficient size and reflectivity the station
will receive an echo back. The angle the beam was at tells the radar station the bearing of the aircraft,
and the time taken for the echo to be received tells the radio station the distance to the aircraft. This is
called a primary return.
However, Radar doesn't give enough detail about aircraft in the vicinity of a busy airport. This is where
the transponder comes in. It is a piece of equipment which, when it receives the radar beam, replies with
some information. This is called a secondary return and is the basis of Secondary Surveillance Radar
(SSR).

A four-digit numbe, the squawk code, is usually set to a default (for VFR GA 7000) which the air traffic
controller will tell the pilot to change as and when required. When the number has been changed the
aircraft is uniquely identified and ATC can now organise aircraft movements, advise about potential
collisions and generally enhance the safety of aircraft in the vicinity by passing on relevant information
depending under which service the aircraft is being handled.
However, the transponder on the instrument panel doesn't tell the pilot anything except that it's on and
the code it’s squawking. The pilot is completely reliant on ATC for help and advice on avoiding conflict
with other aircraft.
TCAS (Traffic Collision Avoidance System) cuts out ATC by interrogating the transponders in aircraft
around it. It gives the pilot similar information to that which ATC has, but it also does calculations
predicting collisions and giving alerts. ADS-B (Automatic Dependent Surveillance - Broadcast) removes
the need for the radar sweep by transmitting the position of the aircraft for other ADS-B equipped aircraft
to receive, thus providing situational awareness of nearby aircraft, without ATC involvement.

ADS-B screenshot from https://www.adsbexchange.com (May 2020)
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ADS-B is the system used by plane-tracking websites like FR24 https://www.flightradar24.com and
https://www.adsbexchange.com that many are familiar with. However these systems require certification
and no one can access them in full without it. Devices are costly, require power and setting up and they
make a lot of assumptions eg that aircraft tend to fly in straight lines which wouldn't work for free flyers or
sailplanes that start circling – often at very short notice – whenever there's a need to stay in lift can't
signal that they are going to follow a definite course. [Ed: Staying visible and having visibility is a good
place to start]

VIRTUAL SPITFIRE 10K RACE!
The RAF Museum starts the Battle of Britain commemorations with the annual Spitfire 10K event, but
in a slightly different format. Ordinarily, the event would see runners racing across the airfield at Cosford
and through the streets of north London, but with the health and wellbeing of participants in mind,
organisers are making the 2020 Spitfire 10K event a virtual one.
The virtual race gives participants the opportunity to complete the 10K any time between the 29 August
and 15 September, wherever and however they want – running, cycling, rowing, or even walking the
dog! There is also a shorter 1k for families with young children.
See RAF MUSEUM section in this Newsletter for more details

NEW LIGHT AIRCRAFT BETWEEN 450-600KG
UNDER UK NATIONAL REGULATION
The CAA have concluded that opting out of EASA regulation for aeroplanes and helicopters of up to
600kg Maximum Take-Off Mass and defining the aeroplanes as microlights as opposed to LSAs, would
be in the best interests of the UK general aviation community.
The change of regulation necessary to take up this opt-out cannot be formally enacted until all necessary
measures are in place and the CAA intend to adopt these certification requirements as soon as
practically possible, though it will not be feasible to complete this process prior to the end of the UK’s
transition period to leave the EU.
Rather than formally opting out of the EU regulation under Article 2(11) of the EU Basic Regulation, the
CAA will be using new regulatory powers provided by the EU legislation that has been retained in
UK law to adopt those certification requirements.
https://publicapps.caa.co.uk/docs/33/CAP1920_450-600kg_Response.pdf

ANDREWSFIELD AIRFIELD
Uttlesford District Council recently announced that Andrewsfield Airfield in Essex is declared an official
“community asset”.
Not only is the flying club is a very active place providing a base for private owners and training for PPLs
up to twin ratings and the cafe/bar providing a focal point for people to meet, with much passing trade
and aviation enthusiasts calling by, the ecological value of the Airfield’s green space was part of the
value that was highlighted in the submission to the committee.
Congratulations to all involved for this great example of community spirit.
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CHILTERN PARK AERODROME FACING SHUTDOWN AFTER 32 YEARS
The owner of Chiltern Park Aerodrome has given notice to Dennis and Julie Pearson, who’ve run the
Oxfordshire airfield for over three decades, to leave by the end of September.
Since 1990 the flying school has taught countless people to become pilots, freefall skydivers (6952
skydives to date and raised £1.5M for charities) and wingwalkers. The local Cubs and Scouts regularly
visit to complete their aviation badges.

Not only is there Julie’s Cloud Dine Café. The aerodrome has 32 members of staff; has 5-8 thousand
visitors per year; is an auxiliary night training ground for the police helicopter unit at Benson; a night
training ground for the Thames Valley Air Ambulance; an emergency landing and training ground for
RAF Benson’s 33 Sqn Puma and 230 Sqn Chinook helicopter force and an emergency landing and
training ground for the RAF Benson Flying Club and British Gliding Association Gliders. Their hangar
building is also held in reserve for the Oxfordshire Fire Brigade in case Goring Fire Station has to
redeploy in the event of a national emergency.
Denis and Julie plan to appeal the decision to and are asking you or if you know someone who can help
them to get the airfield declared an official “community asset”. Contact Denis and Julie at
chilternairsports@gmail.com

TROUTBECK AIRFIELD
Troutbeck is a newish strip in the Lakes next to Keswick developed by gyro flyer Roger Savage who is
keen to get visitors. The airfield has three runways; two 500m and orientated N/S and NE/SW. There is a
short E/W runway suitable for microlights in strong westerly winds.
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The landing fee is £10, strictly PPR 07836 272033 and Roger is happy for people to camp.

For more British Airfield good news, and sadly some bad news see Is Your Airfield Under Threat?
section in this Newsletter

THE FAI AEROMODELLING SCHOLARSHIP
An annual scholarship of €2000 is awarded to pilots aged between 16 and 21 to help fund young
pilots’ education.
See the BMFA section in this Newsletter for more information

FAI PRESIDENT BOB HENDERSON’S MUSINGS
Covid-19 has impacted on everyone – and the FAI Executive Board has formally agreed that the 2020
General Conference will be held via electronic means at the beginning of December 2020. It will be an
“eGC”.
The sessions of the Conference will be webcast live. Delegates around the world will be able to exercise
their voting rights through the use of an on-line voting process that enables the counting of votes and
ensures anonymity. Further information, tutorials and training sessions are being organised to
demonstrate the voting system and test-runs will be offered ahead of the Conference in order to ensure
the smooth running of the event.
The traditional Awards Ceremony is to be reformatted as an Awards Announcement, with the names of
the awards recipients officially revealed via during a live webcast.
Elections are planned for the Executive Board this year and these will proceed. Nominations have been
requested [from National Air Sport Controls] and included a formal call for nominations for the position of
President. The President is currently elected for a term of 4 years (as a result of a GC decision in 2017).
But at the 2019 GC this decision was overturned and in future the President will serve for terms of 2
years only.
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As always, he welcomes your feedback and your views on FAI matters of importance to you.
You can contact Bob Henderson via FAI - Fédération Aéronautique Internationale, Maison du Sport
International, Av. de Rhodanie 54, 1007 Lausanne, Switzerland
Tel: +41 (0)21 345 10 70 Fax: +41 (0)21 345 10 77 or the FAI website https://www.fai.org/contact

WHO IS THE FAI (Fédération Aéronautique Internationale)?
In 1998, after 93 years in Paris, the FAI moved its headquarters and Secretariat to Lausanne, the
Olympic Capital, and is a non-governmental and non-profit making international organisation with the
basic aim of furthering aeronautical and astronautical activities worldwide, ratifying world and continental
records and coordinating the organisation of international competitions. It is recognised by the
International Olympic Committee (IOC).
The awarding and supervision of international competitions is one of the main tasks of FAI. World
championships for each sport and discipline are generally held every two years, alternately with
continental championships. The FAI also promotes skill, proficiency and safety in aeronautics; confers
medals, diplomas and other awards to those who have contributed to the achievement of these aims as
well as for work done in the restoration of old aircraft and establishes the Rules (Sporting Codes) and
Regulations by each air sport’s International Commission for air sporting events which are organised by
member countries throughout the world.
The FAI comprises:
The FAI General Conference, the supreme Air Sport policy-making body, defines the aims of FAI,
determines its Statutes and By-Laws and elects the President and the Executive Board. At the General
Conference, voting powers are held by FAI Active Members and by the Air Sport Commissions and
convenes once a year.
The FAI Executive Board is the principal executive body of FAI, responsible for implementing the
policies and decisions made by the General Conference.
The Air Sport Commissions control the activities of the different disciplines governed by FAI :
Aerobatics, Aeromodelling, Amateur-built aircraft, Astronautical Records, Ballooning, General Aviation,
Gliding, Hang Gliding and Paragliding, Microlights and Paramotor, Parachuting and Rotorcraft.
The Technical Commissions control non-sporting activities such as Aviation medicine and
Environmental matters.
The FAI Regional Vice Presidents are appointed by the FAI Executive Board to increase the
management resources of FAI and provide the Executive Board with a tool for effective regional
presence and a mechanism to promote air sports in a particular region.
The FAI Vice Presidents consist of the Vice Presidents representing Active Members and the
Presidents of the Air Sport Commissions.
The FAI Office is managed by the Secretary General, who is responsible for the day-to-day operations
of the federation.
The member nations of FAI are represented by their "National Air Sport Controls" (NACs).
The RAeC is the UK’s representative organisation and NAC.
The RAeC FAI Delegate is Rob Hughes, Chairman of the BMAA.
Royal Aero Club UK Delegates and Representatives to FAI
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Principle Officials:
FAI Head of Delegation - David Monks
FAI UK Vice-President - Rob Hughes
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A LITTLE SOMETHING TO MAKE YOU SMILE

Reproduced with kind permission from Gary Clark
[Ed. Info: The first historically recorded flight of a pig took place on British soil, at Leysdown in Kent on November
4th, 1909. The pig was carried aloft by J.T.C. Moore-Brabazon, later the First Lord Brabazon of Tara, in his Frenchbuilt Voisin aero plane]
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Royal Aero Club Trust (RAeCT)
Charity Commission No.1068451
http://www.royalaeroclubtrust.org

Through active and ongoing involvement in fund raising and the preparation of grant applications, the
Trust prime focus is improving the public accessibility of the Royal Aero Club Collection and increasing
the availability of bursaries to help young people improve their flying skills.
The Royal Aero Club Trust (RAeCT) has 2 main objectives:
1.
The Trust's main aim is to enable young people to achieve their full physical, intellectual, social
and spiritual potential through participation in air sports and recreation. To offset financial constraints, the
Flying for Youth Scheme offers initial bursaries to young people aged between 14 and 21 years to
enhance existing qualifications. The Advanced bursaries assist more experienced air sports persons up
to 24 years of age reach the very highest level of achievement such as gaining an instructor qualification
or to compete in international or national competitions.
http://www.royalaeroclubtrust.org/bursaries
2.
The Trust through its connection with The Royal Aero Club is concerned to maintain and enhance
the presentation of over one hundred years of aviation history represented by artefacts, memorabilia and
archive documents originally owned by the Club and now owned by the Trust. These are primarily house
with the RAF Museums but also available through the Trust’s “Collections” website
(www.royalaeroclubcollection.org).

NEWS
NEW TRUST MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE MEMBERS
The trustees are pleased to announce 2 new additional members to the management committee.
Gary Haines is an archivist at the RAF Museum where much of the Royal Aero Club memorabilia is
held. His addition to the management committee will enhance important relationships with the Museum
and his expertise will add considerably to the Trust’s work.
Meanwhile, London lawyer Beth Crocker, daughter of Jim Crocker, brings a wealth of modern ideas and
oversight to the workings of the Trust.
The trustees are looking forward to working with Gary and Beth as the Trust enters a new decade.

2020 BURSARIES
33 bursaries were awarded in 2020. Recipients included a light aircraft pilot, 10 glider pilots, 11
skydivers, a hang glider pilot, 2 model aircraft flyers, and a flight simulator pilot to able them to advance
their existing qualifications through the Flying for Youth Scheme. Additionally, 7 advanced bursaries
were awarded to exceptionally skilled and experienced air sports youngsters to enter national and
international competitions and World Championships, and qualify as coaches and instructors.
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Bursary winner Alex Johnson – Hinton Skydive

Previous recipients of bursaries have won World Gliding Competitions, gained Gold in skydiver national
and World Championships, competed and achieved placings in international Balloon competitions and
excelled in international model aircraft competitions, gaining Gold medals.
The RAeCT are pleased to announce an additional new donor, Pooley’s Flight Equipment. The new
bursary, offered by the CEO Sebastian Pooley, will be known as The Pooley Bursary.

Light aircraft pilot, Benjamin Gilmore, flying with the Shropshire Aero Club is the first recipient of the
award which he intends to use to fund flying lessons to gain his PPL.
The full list of 2020 bursary winners can be viewed on the Trust website: www.royalaeroclubtrust.org.
Given the pandemic uncertainties and restrictions facing the air sports fraternity this year, the Trust has
made a decision to extend the period in which recipients are to successfully have gained target
qualifications by 12 months to 31 December 2021.
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The Trust is immensely grateful to all sponsors for their generous financial support vital to enable the
Trust to achieve its goals of encouraging air sport youngsters in their chosen air sport and for the
preservation of the Trust’s aviation memorabilia.

2021 FLYING FOR YOUTH APPLICATIONS
2021 Bursary application forms and terms and conditions will be available for download on
the Royal Aero Club Trust website (www.royalaeroclubtrust.org) in September.
Air sports youngsters aged from 14 to 21 years (24 years in the case of Advanced Bursaries)
are encouraged to submit applications; this includes light aircraft pilots, glider pilots, skydivers,
model aircraft and drone flyers, paraglide and hang-glide and microlight pilots, balloon pilots,
and flight simulator pilots.
The closing date for applications will be 31st March 2021.
AIR BALLOON WORLD ALTITUDE RECORD
The Trust congratulates trustee Sir David Hempleman-Adam’s eldest daughter, Alicia, on
setting a new hot air balloon world altitude record. Alicia achieved a height of 15,100 feet
passing the previous woman’s height record of 14,016 feet.
A brave and highly skilled achievement given the dangerous nature of the flight. Alicia also set
British records for altitude and duration during her successful flight in February.
ROYAL AERO CLUB MEMORABILIA
The RAeCT’s collection of Royal Aero Club memorabilia is all housed at the RAF Museum. The
Museum, a long term supporter of the Trust, has been updated with new exhibits to celebrate the
Centenary of the Royal Air Force and the place of Hendon in the history of British aviation. The Trust
has contributed a number of items to the exhibition.

ROYAL AERO CLUB TRUST VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES
Want to give something back to air sports? Interested in the management and future development of
the Trust? Then why not apply to become a Trust volunteer?
The Royal Aero Club Trust currently seeks volunteers to freshen the Trust Management Team and
assist the Trust in its development in the coming decade.
If you have a keen interest in air sports generally or you have particular skills, interest or experience in
aviation heritage, fundraising and grant making, IT, or communications (PR), why not contact the Trust to
discuss volunteering opportunities and the possibility of eventually being appointed to the Trust
Management Committee.
If this opportunity excites you then email your interest to the Chairman of Trustees, David Bills
(bursaries@royalaeroclubtrust.org)
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FROM PIT LANE TO PRIVATE FLYING - STEVE SLATER
Steve is probably best known in these circles as the CEO of the Light Aircraft Association and a board
member of the RAeC.
However, fewer people know that for two decades prior to working at the LAA, he combined a passion
for vintage aircraft and restoration with motor racing, gaining the sobriquet “the voice of Formula One” in
Asia as a result of over 15 years of commentary and punditry for the ESPN Star Sports TV Channel.
His commentaries were broadcast throughout the Asia-Pacific region at the time of the sport’s
development in the area

and audience figures rose to an astonishing 26 million per race. Not that he would ever claim all the
credit of course.
Prior to becoming an F1 commentator he was working in industry and local journalism and dabbled in
motor sport rallying and rally-cross. Whilst he enjoyed the competition, and was undoubtedly enjoying
himself as well, though he says to be quite honest he was never going to be quick. He had just had
totalled one of his race cars, which he was still paying for, and so knew he wasn’t going to be racing for
that particular season. One of the local circuit promoters from the North of England approached him and
asked if he’d be interested to do some commentating and so he did. It also just happened to coincide
with the newly formed Sky satellite television being there. This really led him to do more commentary,
PR work and journalism and in 1989 he got invited to move down to London to join CSS Promotions, a
major international PR agency run by former BBC presenter Barry Gill. .
Within a fortnight, he was asked to set up a race team on behalf of a Canadian beer maker, called
‘Labatt’s’, who wanted to get into motor sports and they came to the conclusion that the most effective
way was rather than just buying into an existing sponsorship package, for what they wanted to do, it was
actually cheaper for them to have their own racing team established around their brand. And before they
knew it they were competing successfully in the British Touring Car Championship (BTCC) with Steve as
their PR man. It was so successful that “Labatt’s” then went on board to be a sponsor at Williams. And
that’s how he landed in Formula 1! Can you imagine his first season in Formula 1 was to get paid to
drink beer and watch motor racing! How good was that? Nice one Steve!
He was also commentating for the Eurosports channel and Sky Sports on various motor racing series
and Star Sports asked him to take over to doing some commentating for them and his first Grand Prix
commentary was the Italian GP in 1999.
Steve has also lived Sweden where he did marketing and promotion for the Mantorp Park motor racing
circuit and in Belgium where he worked for the Chrysler Corporation, but continued to visit England to
commentate for Sky TV. He returned to the UK full-time in 1998 to work for Channel 4 and Star Sports.
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However, his passion for aeroplanes began from being given his first flying experience as a 14 year-old
boy. He says he was a ‘hangar brat’ at the Middleton St. George Aero Club, at Teesside airport in NE
England, and did his first solo flight at 17. During his teenage years he spent two seasons as a Pylon
Marshall for Formula One Air Racing making sure nobody cut the corners. [I know what that’s like as my
first experience with the 3R’s was in one of their orange turn point tents craning my neck to check
exactly that. Ed]. Steve recently renewed his acquaintance with closed-circuit air racing as commentator
for the Air Race 1 World Series events in Thailand and China, and the LAA is also a supporter of the
forthcoming Air Race E, electric-powered series. [See the Formula Air Racing Association section in this
Newsletter. Ed].
Like many, he then drifted away from flying and then spent the best part of three decades as a groundbased enthusiast, before eventually getting round to completing his PPL in 2004. His hand was sort of
forced by his acquiring a single-seat Luton Minor aeroplane, in need of some TLC. Not bad before he’d
even started back on flying lessons and luckily both being ready at the same time.

Steve firmly believes low hours private pilots can, should and do benefit from the learning opportunities
offered by the wealth of experience others can give you, such as members of the Light Aircraft
Association, At the same time he continued commentating and founded a PR and writing agency,
Kingpin Media, based in both the UK and Singapore, which gained a powerful reputation for copywriting
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and creating media events for clients such as Chrysler, Corvette, Lexus and Ferrari. Steve was part of
the team which created the Singapore Grand Prix, Formula One’s first-ever night race.
Steve flew as often as work, funds and family permitted, gaining experience on, and owning, a range of
odd old aeroplanes including a share in a Tiger Moth, a Hindustan Pushpak (Indian-built Aeronca), a
Piper J3 Cub and a Grunau Baby sailplane and a Tipsy Trainer.

1947 Tipsy Trainer

Matthew Boddington and Steve acquired the ‘Biggles Biplane’ 1914 BE-2c observation bi-plane which
they spent six years restoring from a crash-damaged wreck and, most recently he has been flying the
Currie Wot ‘Airymouse’ which was the subject of a book by a previous owner, former Westlands test
pilot, Harald Penrose.

Since becoming CEO of the Light Aircraft Association he has headed the UK’s largest powered sport
flying association for five years, in which time its membership has grown to 7,800. The LAA currently
looks after the airworthiness of more than 2,700 active aircraft via its CAA-delegated Permit to Fly
scheme.
In addition to being a member of the RAeC Council and CEO of the Light Aircraft Association, Steve is
vice-chairman of the Vintage Aircraft Club and a contributor to Aeroplane Monthly and Pilot magazines.
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https://www.aerobatics.org.uk

NEWS
AEROBATICS ARE BACK !

British Aerobatics are restarting competition flying and their first power event will be the Tiger Trophy at
Leicester on 5th September. This will be an all level contest flying an Unknown sequence and will be a
single day event. It will allow them to test their procedures while facilitating an accessible and relaxed
reintroduction to contests.
Briefings will be both published and conducted online the night before with a further compulsory briefing
outdoors before flying commences. If the weather forecast is notably better for the Sunday 6th, then they
reserve the right to postpone the event for 24 hours at short notice.
The sequences will also be published in advance.

TRAINING CAMP The first training camp since Covid lockdown was held at Compton Abbas airfield
the 7th & 8th of July.

POWER NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS
It is BAeA’s intention to hold a further single day event at Sleap on the 12th September and then switch
their focus to running the Senior Nationals at Sywell on 24th to 27th September and the Junior
Nationals at Conington on 8th to 10th October. These events will be a logistical challenge and will
require a lot of advance preparation.
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To keep the social interaction to a minimum, as much preparation for contests as is possible will happen
away from the host airfield. This means that there will be strict entry deadlines, all paperwork must be
submitted and approved a week before the contest and payments for airfield fees submitted by bank
transfer in advance.
Points tables and overall champions based on these tables will be suspended for this season but results
at the National championships may be used towards team selection for 2021 teams.
The number of officials at each event will be carefully planned, so if you are thinking of assisting please don’t just
turn up. Let Rod Herve judging@aerobatics.org.uk know in advance that you are available. We will use local
judges and assistants wherever possible, so please consider volunteering if the contest is close by to you.

WINNER OF BAEA’S SECOND SPITFIRE PRIZE DRAW
David Munn, the winner of BAeA’s second Spitfire prize draw, finally got his flight in brilliant sunshine at
Goodwood, courtesy of Boultbee Flight Academy, on the 23rd June.

It is rare to witness such excitement and gratitude as was expressed by David today. The dream of a lifetime !

Proceeds from the lottery go towards the British Aerobatic Team training and support fund in preparation
for World and European Championships and a donation is also be made to Aerobility, which facilitates a
range of flying training and flying experiences for disabled people.
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COMPETITION 2020 CALENDAR
Below is the provisional calendar showing which events will be held. Full details will appear on the BA website and
opening and closing dates for each contest will be tightly controlled so they can adapt plans quickly if needed.
Please help the contest team by being as prepared as you can and all hope for some decent weather to make this
a season to remember for all the right reasons!

Other events and the competition calendar: https://www.aerobatics.org.uk/events

RENEW YOUR MEMBERSHIP
From this year membership is £25 for everyone. Pilots wishing to compete will pay fees for each
competition they enter. Membership is not just about being a competitor, but about supporting British
Aerobatics so includes judges, officials and aerobatic enthusiasts.
All are welcome and encouraged to join and support British Aerobatics so please encourage anyone you
know who wants to support aerobatics to do so as well.
https://www.aerobatics.org.uk/membership
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BRITISH BALLOONING AND AIRSHIP CLUB
https://www.bbac.org

Founded in 1965, the BBAC is a volunteer-based organisation which exists to promote the safety,
enjoyment and advancement of lighter-than-air flight in all its forms, hot-air ballooning, gas ballooning
and airships.
The BBAC Members’ website at https://members.bbac.org includes links to the technical office libraries;
sensitive area database; Pilots’ Circular archive; membership database; inspector information; instructor
and examiner information; members’ forum; personal direct debit and membership details etc.

NEWS
BBAC AGM & MEMBERS DAY
The BBAC’s AGM and members day was held on 24th March this year and 53 attended the AGM,
umbers being down due to Covid-19.
There was a series of talks and included one on electronic mapping and navigation by Jeremy Hinton;
Dave Court delivered an update on pilot training and Paul Spellward on the new EASA Balloon Pilot
Licence – with a year to transition there is no panic, yet!
There were several nominations for the 5 places available on the Main Committee and those elected to
serve until 2022 are:- Stephanie Bareford, Graham Gordon, Angela Jones, Paul Spellward and Fiona
Waite.
It was agreed that within the BBAC there would be a new sub-section named the British Balloon
Association (BBA).
BBAC Awards were then presented.

The ADAM SPARKS TROPHY now also known as Pilot of the Year, is awarded for a notable flying
performance in the previous twelve months and was awarded to Giovanni Aimo
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The AIDEN MURPHY TROPHY, awarded for significant contribution in the area of landowner relations
went to Ian Crouch

The ANTHONY SMITH TROPHY, for exceptional service and dedication to the BBAC over many years
or for an extraordinary contribution over several years went jointly to Lindsay Muir and Graham Hallett.
BBAC DIPLOMAS were awarded to Crispin Williams and Adam Barclay-Faulkner

AN ALL-INCLUSIVE FREE-TO-TAKE-PART
WORLDWIDE COMPETITION
Sadly due to Covid-19, many balloon events around the world have been cancelled this year, including
many competitions. However, a few enthusiastic pilots have created this all-inclusive, free-to-take-part,
worldwide competition. They welcome anyone from experienced competition pilots who want their
competition fix to new pilots wanting to try competition flying.
You can fly whenever or wherever is convenient for you, as they appreciate different countries are
relaxing or imposing lockdown at different times.
It's open until 30th August, and you don't have to fly all of it.
All the information is on this website https://watchmefly.net/events/event.php?e=earlybirds
some useful learning tips.

including
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OBSERVERS FOR BALLOONING COMPETITIONS
In the UK each pilot has to provide an observer for every competition. Many pilots have their own regular
observer, but some use ‘freelance’ observers who are allocated to their pilot at the pre-flight briefing. The
Observer’s job is to monitor the flight, record and measure where the markers land and report back to
the Director via De-briefers by completing a largely self–explanatory form.
For further information and details on how to get involved contact: information@bbac.org

THE EFFECT OF COVID-19 ON THE AVIATION INDUSTRY
The Covid-19 pandemic has shown us a glimpse of life without these benefits, but our quieter, cleaner
skies have also added to the pressure on the aviation industry to reduce emissions. A recent European
YouGov survey, commissioned by Transport & Environment and the European Public Health Alliance,
found that 64% of people said they do not want to go back to pre-Covid pollution levels.
Countries worldwide are committing to legislation or policy goals to achieve net-zero carbon emissions
by 2050. The UK aviation industry has already committed to a road map to net-zero by 2050, which
includes the use of carbon offsetting, changes to the way our airspace is managed to make flights more
efficient, the use of sustainable aviation fuels as well as the development of new technology. But this
does not mean we need to make that false choice between flying or not flying. It simply means we need
to embrace many new ways of thinking about the challenge.
Hybrid Air Vehicles’ https://www.hybridairvehicles.com hybrid-electric Airlander 10 could be flying within
five years, building on over a decade of development in which they demonstrated a 75% CO2 reduction
with their full-size flying prototype.

The Airlander 10 is an aircraft with 9g CO2 emissions per passenger per kilometre, capable of carrying
90 passengers over short-haul regional distances and taking cargo much further. That’s fewer emissions
than many domestic trains, according to government figures. It’s also efficient enough to fly for days at a
time to deliver communications and surveillance capabilities. HAV’s current work to electrify Airlander 10
is also laying the groundwork to electrify Airlander 50.
A fully electric Airlander 50 could be available by 2033 and would reduce CO2 emissions by 1.15kg per
tonne of freight per km when compared to a conventional aeroplane and could be the future of heavy lift
freight transport. Like Airlander 10, the Airlander 50 will be able to move cargo (60 tonnes) or people
(200) or 6 x 20ft ISO containers and 48 passengers point-to-point with minimal infrastructure and a
4,000nm range.
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British Gliding Association (BGA) www.gliding.co.uk
The British Gliding Association is the governing body for the sport of gliding in the UK, representing and
providing services to some 8500 UK glider pilots and 80+ clubs that are spread throughout the UK from
the north of Scotland to the SW tip of England. Clubs range from small, member-run clubs to some of the
largest gliding clubs in the world.
Developing and promoting gliding the BGA provides advice and assistance to clubs on a wide range of
topics, including finance, regulation, operations and marketing as well as being responsible for managing
training standards, UK gliding competitions and for the British Gliding Team.

NEWS
TOWING TRANSPONDER CODE
A transponder code (0034) has been approved for use for sailplane towing. Any transponder equipped
aircraft conducting towing operations can use it in the course of towing, including descending after the
tow, etc.
If crossing controlled airspace while towing (eg class D or E) a pilot may be asked to squawk a different
code for identification. We suggest pilots use 7000 if on transit to a retrieve in class G.
Any club that has a pre-existing agreement on transponder codes with a local air traffic unit should
discuss the situation before changing the code used.
Details are listed in the AIP under ENR 1.6 ATS Surveillance Services and Procedures.

EASA SAILPLANES OR POWERED SAILPLANES (WHICH INCLUDES TMGs)
There is currently in the UK no requirement to hold an EASA licence to fly EASA sailplanes or powered
sailplanes (which includes TMGs). Under existing law, BGA pilot certification and national SLMG ratings
may be utilised. Where BGA/national privileges are being used, BGA/national requirements are
applicable including BGA/national medical requirements.
Where EASA licence privileges are being used, for example to fly a TMG using an SPL with TMG
privileges, then of course the EASA licence, the required privileges, and the required EASA medical
certificate must be valid.
Of course holding a licence does not exempt a pilot from any requirement to comply with his or her
gliding club rules and/or directions from the CFI 
However, under EASA SFCL there is a single sailplane pilot licence, any LAPL or SPL that was issued
prior to 8th April 2020 is NOW an SFCL SPPL and the privalages of the licence can be used with either a
LAPL or a Class 2 medical.
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Pilots of EASA sailplanes and powered Sailplanes including TMGs can operate under BGA pilot
certification and EASA self-launching sailplane and TMG pilots can carry on using a National SLMG until
April 2021 (but expected to be extended to October 2021).
All gliding instruction continues under BGA requirements until April 2021, so instructors must hold a valid
BGA Instructor rating.
See www.https://members.gliding.co.uk/pilot-licence-conversion to stay up to date and check whether
the CAA pilot medical declaration (PMD) will be allowed for ALL licensed GA recreational pilots in the UK
after 31st December 2020, instead of having to have either a LAPL or Class 2 medical.

SSR TRANSPONDERS
AT AND ABOVE FL 100 UP TO FL 195 IN DESIGNATED AREAS
The CAA has temporarily exempted gliders and self-launching motor gliders (sailplanes inc TMGs) from
the carriage of a SSR transponder in specified designated areas in the UK between FL100 and FL195.
The exemption is applicable until 18 Mar 2021.
http://publicapps.caa.co.uk/docs/33/ORS4No1403.pdf

BGA ONLINE WEBINAR EVENTS & GUEST SPEAKERS
The BGA has put on a series of Webinars to help keep in touch with gliding during the ongoing Covid-19
pandemic. There is a mix of interesting talks about some adventurous flying as well as gliding basics.
For the current schedule and links to recordings of previous sessions
https://members.gliding.co.uk/2020-online-learning/

WOW 750 km !

Allan
Congratulations to Allan Tribe of the Army Gliding Club Wyvern and to Gwyn Thomas of the AGC-Anglia
for their epic 750 km flights. Allan took off at 08.30 from the Army Gliding Club Wyvern in Wiltshire and
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flew the Clubs LS8 aircraft. Wyvern is the largest gliding club within the Army Gliding Association and
provides flying for both military and civilian glider pilots and trainees.

Gwyn travelled west as far as Hereford and south as far as Lasham before returning to Tibenham in
Norfolk. 756km in just under 8.5 hours! Some great flying!!

BICESTER
Bicester Gliding Centre ceased operations on 30th June 2020. From 1 July, the airfield will be managed
by the Bicester Aerodrome Company who intends to retain some flying at the site. The airfield owners,
Bicester Motion, have published plans to develop the site as 'the UK’s first automotive resort, with an
ambition to become one of the country’s top 20 tourist and leisure destinations'.
Windrushers Gliding Club Ltd can be contacted via the BGA office

BGA RADIO TELEPHONY COURSE
The BGA radio telephony course is now online. It is intended for both glider pilots who want to gain an
FRTOL (Flight Radio Telephony Operator’s License) and those who already have one but want a
refresher.
They are teaching radio usage from a gliding point of view, rather than from a powered GA point of view
– so it will be directly useful for glider pilots who fly cross country.
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The course is a set of slides and video presentations which use the example of a flight in a glider to
teach the content of a full FRTOL. Whilst it would be entirely possible to learn the material purely by selfstudy, we plan to run one or more online courses (depending on the numbers interested) using
videoconferencing to allow for discussion, questions, practice and coaching.
There is no charge for this course https://www.ruskin.me.uk/bga-frtol-course

RADIO TELEPHONY COACHING SCHEME
The BGA would like to try and link people wishing to do the BGA RT course with people who can help
them. If you know how to use the radio, and are prepared to coach people (remotely), then please let
Paul know and he will try and link you to suitable students. paul@ruskin.me.uk
Or what about organising something directly at your club?

IS YOUR CLUB IN NEED OF FINANCIAL BOOST?
The Philip Wills Memorial Fund (PWMF) is a fund established in 1978 in memory of the late BGA
President, Philip Wills, to encourage “the promotion of sporting and recreational flying in gliders”.

To date, the Fund has achieved its objectives largely by making loans to BGA clubs at favourable rates,
to help them with capital projects such as the purchase of land or equipment. The trustees are
passionate in their belief that clubs will need to continue investment in such infrastructure spending if
they are to thrive in the future.
If your club would like to be considered for a loan from the Fund, or if you or your Club have a proposal
which you think should be considered by the Fund, please talk to us please go to this link to download
the appropriate application forms. https://members.gliding.co.uk/pwmf/
or start by emailing
Stephen@srlynn.co.uk in the first instance.

UK NATIONAL COMPETITIONS 2020
All BGA rated competitions have been cancelled by the organisers.
If you are interested in learning more about furture competitions and awards please contact the BGA
office 01162 892956 or email compscommittee@gliding.co.uk
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http://www.bhpa.co.uk
From its head office in Leicester the British Hang Gliding and Paragliding Association (BHPA) supports a
country-wide network of recreational clubs and registered schools, and provides the infrastructure within
which hang gliding and paragliding in the United Kingdom (UK) thrive.

NEWS
WAYNE SEELEY 1980-2020

It is with great sadness to notify of the death of Wayne Seeley and our condolences go out to Wayne’s
partner, his family and friends following his tragic fatal collision with power cables on his final landing out
flight. He had been consistently near the top of the paragliding XL League and a member of EXCLent
Club and many pilots have been helped to improve their skills.
.

ONLINE REVISION VIDEOS FOR WRITTEN BHPA EXAMS

BHPA Technical Officer Ian Currer has been busy during the Covid lockdown producing a series of
online revision videos which are extremely detailed and useful if you are preparing to take the BHPA
written exams. Eventually he hopes that there will be about 20 videos covering everything from CP and
pilot theory.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9KzNtEwuCms
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BRITISH OPEN PARAMOTOR CHAMPIONSHIPS
At the time of going to press the green light is on for the British Open Paramotor Championships
with the proviso that it is possible under the government Covid guideline and restrictions that may be in
place between 13th -16th August.

The championships will take place at Nantwich, Cheshire.
The competition will follow the same format (on the same excellent site) as the previous two years. The
main Open Championship Class is open to solo footlaunch or trike pilots that hold a BHPA Pilot
(Power) Rating (or foreign equivalent). Pilots with less confidence on long distance map navigation
can enter in the Discovery Class, which allows the use of GPS and other navigation aids.
Camping and toilet / shower facilities will be available on site, subject to certain usage guidelines to
ensure COVID-19 safety.
Checkout the website for UK Paramotor Competitions before setting off and for further details
www.ppgcomps.co.uk
The website is operated and maintained by the British Paramotor Competitions Committee of the British
Hang Gliding and Paragliding association, known as the BPCC. Paul Smith is Chairman and British
Paramotor Team Leader. To contact the Competition Committee contact@ppgcomps.co.uk

NEW FOR 2020 AT THE CHAMPIONSHIPS
ATTENTION ALL CP-RATED PILOTS!
An option for Club Pilots who are looking to develop their skills and attain their BHPA Pilot (Power)
rating, to have the opportunity to achieve this through attending the championships, participating in some
tasks specifically designed for your level of experience, building your logged airtime hours, and learning
from some of the most experienced pilots in the country.
You will have the opportunity to sit the written exam for the BHPA Pilot (Power) rating, invigilated by a
member of the BHPA Technical staff. This CP event will be overseen by Competitions Committee
member and highly experienced paramotor instructor Andy Shaw, of Green Dragons Paramotor School.
The postponed FAI European Paragliding Championships in Serbia are on from August 23 to
September 5 but may be cancelled at any time if the Covid-19 situation gets worse.
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ONLINE MOCK EXAMS
Why not have a look at the online mock exam – even if you’ve already passed it. Can you remember
enough to pass now?
It will also help the BHPA who are trialling the Classmarker platform that is intended to be used when the
real exams go live.
To have a go at the mock exam you need to enter your name and email address. Neither your name nor
email address will be used for any other purpose. The correct answers are revealed on the completion of
the exam and some answers even include a graphic explanation. Your feedback is also appreciated and
there is a separate email you can respond to. Use a Smartphone, a PC, a tablet or a phone with access
to the internet. https://www.bhpa.co.uk/sport/bhpa/mock_exams.php

CARL WALLBANK SMASHES UK CLASS1 FLEXWING TRIANGLE RECORD!
My thanks to Nick Chitty who accompanied Carl, for a time, for this report:Carl and I were together until half way round, which took some effort as I had no radio! Almost down to
the ground in 6 down at one point but then found a solid climb out together. Then after the first turnpoint
the advancing totally grey sky became apparent from the North West. I considered cutting it short and
started to head back to Croft, but fortunately thought better of it and climbed out in one of the remaining
patches of sun and made my way to the second turn point at Cirencester.
No idea where Carl had gone. The final leg just looked like a suicide mission into the ever darkening sky
with about 25 miles to do with no sun, and into a slight wind! Amazingly we both made it back.

Where’s Wallybank?

Unbelievable that final leg in complete grey... Well actually it was largely grey from about halfway round.
I was half an hour at the second turnpoint and about to land completely convinced that the final 25 to 30
miles would be impossible in the complete greyed out almost formless sky. A 2 up climb I just humoured
from 800 feet above my landing field.... It took me to 4500 or so as I circled endlessly in a semi
vegetative state!
Then I headed north on the longest final leg I've ever done in seemingly hopeless conditions. Worked
every 1 up, glided like I was on egg shells, no idea where Carl was, he had the same experience but
probably an hour earlier, as I had wasted time faffing about thinking the impossible was impossible!
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3 up climb off the south side of Cheltenham as I glided towards the only grass right in the centre of town
stuck between hill and airspace. Then there was the 10 miles or so from Cheltenham back to Croft, but
every habitation seemed to give up the final remnants of its day's warmth with 1's or point 5's.
Unbelievably I made it and there was Carl on the ground packing up. Slid into my knackered landing to
be met by Michelle, Carl’s wife, with a butty! Unbelievable! [While Carl got the fizz! Ed]
Thanks to Donald for the Tow and waiting for hours in the lack lustre blue of the morning and to Carl for
the company....always great flying xc with others.
Nick was flying a Class5 rigid wing hang glider and Carl a Class 1 flexwing hang glider.
My thanks to Carl for his own report
21/07/2020: FAI triangle Croft/Banbury/Cirencester 142 km

Carl’s +147km (147.23km TBC) Track

During 2018 and 2019, on three occasions I failed to complete record distance triangles from what was
now my home site of Malvern Aerotow Group at Croft Airfield Defford Worcestershire. In 2018 a 175km
triangle ended painfully close just one glide from completion and in 2019 both a 150km & 140 km triangle
ended prematurely early in the day half way round due to my bad decisions.
The focus to stretch the record from the present mere 115 km (set by Gary Wirdnam 2005) has
remained firmly in my mind, and on the 13 th July I attempt another 150 km triangle, and yet again
disappointingly for me I land early in the day at the 40 km mark. The Cambridge Aerotow group are also
out aiming for the record and Andrew Hollidge completes his defined FAI triangle of an impressive
126km. A favourable air mass arrives over UK on the week of the 19 July, the wind appears to strong for
a triangle record attempt on the 19th & 20th, in hindsight the 20th was the day of the year so far and
fantastic conditions with a sky filled with perfect cumulus ran from 09:30 in the morning to after 18:30 in
the evening, I completed a smaller 100km triangle with ease and with much available day left after I
landed, I certainly a missed classic opportunity to take the record.
Winds drop as per forecast on the 21st and with a forecasted similar air mass as the previous days
before we are ready and prepared early to tow up at Croft airfield, and a 142 km FAI triangle was set.
9am, 10am and 11am passes and no cumulus had appeared over Croft. Most certainly not like the days
before. Cumulus could be seen on the horizon giving us hope the day will eventually turn on. At this point
I decided to change the original direction of the triangle, now going Croft, out to east to Banbury,
southwest to Cirencester and then back north to Croft.
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Just before 12:00 cumulus suddenly appear above and all around and we are off. This should still give 6
hours of soarable weather to get round, but nonetheless I was already 1:30 hours later than I had hoped
I would be starting. Our tug pilot for the day Donald McKenzie drops me off in pleasant air and rigid wing
(class5) pilot Nick Collins joins me on course. The flight towards Banbury starts of straight forward but
not at any great pace, cloudbase slowly rises from 4,500ft to 5,000ft and the northwest wind although
appears stronger than the forecast was not giving me much concern.
We get a wakeup call at the 40 km mark and end up very low almost landing at Great Wolford, weirdly
this was the very same area that ended my day abruptly on my last record attempt eight days earlier.
This time we find strong lift from near the ground and are quickly climbing. Rounding the turn point at
Banbury causes no concern and the sky and clouds towards the next turn point at Cirencester look good.
It’s taken a slow 2 hours to do the first leg, so need to speed up a little to be sure of making the distance.
I push on little and take a few more risks which puts me ahead of Nick on his rigid wing. Climbs now are
big and strong and Chipping Norton, Stow on the Wold and Bourton on the Water pass beneath quickly,
cloud base is now nearer 6,000ft, however I’m very conscious of the sky to the north which now appears
grey and flat with little or no sun reaching the ground, unless this changes the final leg may end up
unachievable, I keep pushing on and arrive at my Cirencester turn point low under a cloud covered sky.
This leg of the triangle, being much quicker, only took just over 1-1/2 hours to complete.
I have to fly further beyond the turn-point to the nearest bit of sun on the ground to find some weak lift,
the sky ahead looks bleak and my Cirencester thermal only gets me back to 4,000ft, each glide from
here feels like I’ll end up on the ground, but each time the busy farmers beneath are working hard in the
fields and the machinery and the cutting of crop is producing enough thermal activity to keep me
airborne.
Cheltenham appears in front and the lack of safe landing fields on the southeast side make for a nervous
glide across towards the race course which will be my favoured landing, a weak climb at the race course
keeps me going to Bishops Cleeve, I smell the local waste recycling centre and I know there will be lift,
there is, its weak (and smelly) and for the next 20 minutes I slowly climb, unfortunately the lift stops at
4,000 ft and from this height I still cannot glide back to Croft.
The air on glide is buoyant and as I make Tewkesbury I find as hoped a climb is present over the
warehouses in Aston Cross, this should give me all the height I need to make it home, unbelievably after
a few turns its gone or I’ve lost it, I’m on unsatisfactory 12:1 for Croft, with the slight crosswind it’s going
to be very very tight, my machine telling me I’ll make it with 200 ft to spare. But this is all far too tight now
with visions of landing just short is clearly now in my mind.
3km out its visually looking just possible but with the tall trees on the south side of the airfield getting
over them may not be an option, 1 km out it looks like I have it arriving at Croft with 150ft, I have to round
the trees and land neatly on runway 27.
Michelle and my young family are there quickly with a celebratory hug and beer. Fantastic!
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The UK record is still beatable and I believe a 180-200 km FAI triangle is possible in UK on the perfect
day. The only record I’m yet to break and the next record in the forefront of my mind will be the out and
return record. To date I’m yet to make an attempt on this one which currently stands at 108 km (Johnny
Carr 2012), something to aim for and keep me focussed.
Carl Wallbank Class 1 hang glider UK/European records

Open distance (straight line)
o
2012 – 276 km – Llangollen to Weymouth. (Beaten by myself in 2015).
o
2015 – 338 km – Merthyr to Cromer.(Current UK record)

Defined distance to goal (Pre-declared point to pre-declared point).
o
2015 – 250 km – Merthyr to March. (Beaten by myself in 2016).
o
2016 – 274 km – Llangollen to Weymouth (also FAI/CIVL European record) (Current UK/Euro
record).

Free distance FAI triangle
o
2020 – 142km – Defford/Banbury/Cirencester/Defford.

Defined FAI triangle (Pre-declared FAI triangle as per FAI ruling)
o
2020 – 142km – Defford/Banbury/Cirencester/Defford.

PARAGLIDING ACCURACY JUDGING
My thanks to Liz Lawrence, Accuracy Panel Rules Officer and Joe Schofield for the following article on
becoming a paragliding accuracy competition judge, and the tasks a judge has to undertake.
Like any competitive sport, Paragliding Accuracy competitions need their judges. There can be no
competitions without judges to observe, mark and measure the performance of the competitors, ensuring
that the rules are followed and that competition results are fair and valid.

The first steps in Classic Accuracy judging are relatively straightforward, you need BHPA membership –
non-flying membership is fine if you are not a pilot and temporary membership can be arranged by
competition organisers for you to try judging out. It’s a good idea to spend a bit of time at the target
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observing, then receive some instruction from an experienced judge then shadow the judging roles until
you and your judging trainer are confident you know what to do.
New judges may start by recording scores, measuring the wind or as strike judges, observing and
indicating the first point of contact, progressing to Fichet Judges – close in, marking and measuring the
landing point.
With experience and greater knowledge of the rules you may want to take on the role of Event or Chief
Judge, the senior officials setting up, leading and managing the target area.
Paragliding accuracy has similar roles but different rules. Although, as a consequence, there are some
differences in the way the roles are carried out, many UK judges work across both disciplines. If your
introduction to this type of judging is in a club or training environment it may be a very similar induction to
that of a classic accuracy judge – a short explanation followed by shadowing and mentoring.
To progress to involvement in FAI competitions you will need to take part in an official national training
seminar, run in conjunction with a Category 2 competition and involving both theory and practical
sessions. Successful completion of this will enable you to judge at Category 2 competitions in the UK
and overseas.
Judging can be at times exciting, frustrating (especially when the conditions are marginal), sociable and
tiring, but it always puts you at the heart of the action in a vital role.

Although social distancing rules currently present challenges, both for organising competitions and
surrounding the target with a full judging crew, anyone who wants to try judging can still register their
interest and read up on the rules. The BHPA Accuracy Panel www.http://bhpa-accuracy.org.uk has a
page all about judging. Here you can find links to the FAI Sporting Code Section 7C, with the rules for
paragliding accuracy and the judging code, and to the classic accuracy rule and separate classic
accuracy judging code. You can also indicate your interest or find out more by emailing
accuracy@bhpa.co.uk
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http://www.bmaa.org
The British Microlight Aircraft Association (BMAA) looks after the interests of microlight pilots and
enthusiasts in the UK. It is an organisation approved by the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) and aims to
further the sport of microlight aviation, keep flying costs down to a minimum for its members and to
represent them in national and international matters relating to microlight sport aviation.

NEWS
FULL STEAM AHEAD AT HQ
BMAA staff got back to the office and processed over 100 permit revalidation applications in the first 10
days after flying recommenced in May.
Due to health measures that are still in place they cannot accept any visitors to the office, so if you have
an application to drop in please either put it through the letterbox or post it to them (British Microlight
Aircraft Association, The Bullring, Deddington, Banbury, Oxfordshire, OX15 0TT)

BMAA AGM 2020 - POSTPONED
Due to the current Coronavirus implications the BMAA AGM has been postponed. The BMAA plan to
hold it later in 2020.
The 2020-2023 elected BMAA Board of Directors, the BMAA Council, are Richard Bisiker, Tim Burrow,
Bill Davis, Rob Grimwood, Rob Hughes, Derek Lamb, John Waite and the newly elected Eddie
McCallum.

NEW 600kg MICROLIGHT AIRCRAFT
The CAA has agreed to increase the microlight weight limit to 600kg – and they’ll still be called
microlights! This will mean that existing heavier microlights can be flown with a useful payload of two
large adults and a realistic amount of fuel.
The CAA received 1,379 responses to their consultation, one of the largest response rates for a General
Aviation consultation in recent years. Of these, 91% were in favour of 600kg.
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Rachel Gardner-Poole, Head of the CAA’s General Aviation Unit, said: “We believe the change to
national oversight will mean many more modern, light two-seat single-engine piston aeroplanes will be
available, modernising, refreshing and enlarging the fleet to the benefit of UK pilots, operators and
businesses. We will now work with the UK’s GA associations to bring the change into effect as soon as
possible.” You can read the CAA’s consultation response at
https://publicapps.caa.co.uk/docs/33/CAP1920_450-600kg_Response.pdf
See UK & EASA Regulatory Matters in this Newsletter for more information

ANNUAL SSDR RALLY
The BMAA’s annual SSDR Rally has been rearranged for 19th and 20th September subject to
government guidelines. The registration page is on the website
https://www.bmaa.org/information-library/ssdr-2020 and they will be looking for sponsors and speakers
for the event.
Anyone interested in speaking or sponsoring the event please contact Kelly at kelly@bmaa.org

BMAA BURSARY WINNERS FOR 2020

Denisa Jaksicova

Joseph Reece
and

The Geoffrey de Havilland Flying Foundation:

Kieran Fell
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THINK YOU’RE TOO OLD TO BE A FLEXIWING INSTRUCTOR?
If you fancied qualifying as a flexiwing instructor or instructress and are over the age of 35 well you now
can AND you can also apply for a bursary from the BMAA to do so. Now that can’t be bad news!
Under a new trial scheme the BMAA will fund a portion of the cost of an FI course to a successful
bursary applicant. To get onto a course you must be recommended by a flying school who is also willing
to take you on, and supervise you, as a newly qualified FI(R).
Contact geoff.weighell@bmaa.org for more details

BMAA SOCIAL MEDIA FACEBOOK GROUP
https://www.facebook.com/groups/BMAA1 is for current BMAA members to share thoughts and ideas
with each other and the BMAA office staff. Members can also ask questions or ask for advice.
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https://bmfa.org
The British Model Flying Association (BMFA) is the body elected by the Royal Aero Club to be
responsible for all aspects of flying model aircraft in the UK.
With over 850 clubs and approximately 36,000 members the whole of the UK is administered from the
Head Office. Locally there are 14 "Area" committees which meet periodically and are attended by club
delegates who can, through various channels open to the "Areas", propose changes or additions to the
running of the sport which are then voted upon at Council meetings held at the Head Office. If passed,
the changes will be incorporated in the guidelines produced by the organisation and published in the
"BMFA Handbook".

NEWS
2020 NATIONALS CANCELLED
The 2020 Nationals which were to be held over the August bank holiday weekend have been cancelled
due to Covid-19 safety concerns.
But the BMFA is hoping you'll still get a flavour of what makes the event so unique as while they have a
collection of Nationals videos from 2019 to yesteryear they have put social media calls for the real video
gems that they know will be tucked away in BMFA members’ video collections.

Have you got any? Would you be willing for us to share them as part of our Nats weekend?
Email them over to admin@bmfa.org
Watch the online Nationals event via the BMFA Facebook page
https://www.facebook.com/BMFAOfficial/
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2020 BMFA FREE FLIGHT FORUM
The thirty-sixth BMFA Free Flight Forum will be held on Sunday, Nov. 15th, the day after the AGM, at the
National Centre at Buckminster and will be confirmed by November 1st.
This year’s Forum depends on several things; the COVID-19 situation in November and at least six more
papers are needed to make a viable Forum.
please think what you can offer by way of a presentation that might be of interest to fellow free-flighters,
whether Vintage, scale, indoor, theory, practical, structures, aerodynamics, trimming, retrieving, thermal
detection or how-to-do-it and contact Martin Dilly at martindilly20@gmIL.com
You will also need to bring your own lunch. The cost for the session is just £10, with proceeds going
towards the expenses of the teams that represent us at World and European F/F Championships. Prebooking will ensure that you get a seat, so send your cheque, payable to 'BMFA F/F Team Support’,
to the BMFA office at 31, St. Andrews Road, Leicester LE2 8RE.

THE FAI AEROMODELLING SCHOLARSHIP
Since 2011, an annual scholarship of €2000 is awarded to pilots aged between 16 and 21 to help fund
young pilots’ education.
Any young Aeromodelling pilot can be nominated, as long as they are between 16 and 21 years old. On
the form, the nominated pilot must list their education plans and achievements and, of course,
Aeromodelling results. the nomination must also include a personal letter of one page written by the
nominated person, on the following topic: What role did Aeromodelling play in your life and what are your
aspirations for the future?
https://www.fai.org/news/aeromodelling-scholarship-and-spirit-flight
The BMFA will send the nomination to the FAI Office before 15th November in order to be considered for
the following year.
Contact the BMFA’s Awards Committee admin@bmfa.org

2020 AIR LEAGUE DRONE SCHOLARSHIP
Eagle Eye Innovations and RUSTA are sponsoring two places on their PfCO Drone Training Course for
two lucky Air League members. On completion of the training and subsequent project work, the
recipients will gain an NVQ Level 4 as well as the capability to operate drones professionally upon
successful registration with the CAA.
Applications close: 10th August 2020 https://www.airleague.co.uk/scholarships-2/uav-and-dronescholarship You will need to be a member of the Air League for this opportunity.
https://www.airleague.co.uk/shop
See the Bursaries, Scholarships and Funds section in this Newsletter for more information

ACHIEVEMENT SCHEME REVIEW COMMITTEE ONLINE PRESENTATIONS
The Achievement Scheme Review Committee has been running online presentations on Tuesday
evenings during this Covid-19 pandemic. And very informative they have been too. While it is still not
really possible to visit clubs for a traditional club talk until venues are opened up fully once more, Andy
Symons is more than happy to host a virtual club talk using Zoom. Contact him at andy@bmfa.org
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WANT TO GET INTO MODEL AIRCRAFT FLYING IN NORTH NORFOLK?
The North Norfolk Aeromodellers (NNA) is a well-established club operating about eight miles north of
Norwich. We are a friendly group of model enthusiasts, currently totalling thirty in number. The Club, in
its original form, started in the early sixties however its roots go back much earlier than that. We fly on
farmland and have approximately a two acre patch within an area of thirty five acres. We have been
on this site for over thirty years and have a good rapport with our farmer/landlord. The landing area is
well-prepared, smooth and it is cut by professional landscapers.

The North Norfolk Aeromodellers is an ‘inclusive’ club, catering for most disciplines; Radio-Controlled
fixed wing, helicopters and multirotors (drones).
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We cannot, on request of our landlord, accommodate gas-turbine powered aircraft due to the cropped
fields. They also have a very enthusiastic and active Control-Line contingent.
The NNA has the facility to train people via a ‘buddy’ lead system and has a number of willing
instructors and a BMFA Examiner to take you up to solo flight and BMFA ‘A’ certificate. All flying
abilities are welcome.
The Club is currently seeking new members of all ages. The Club also has the facility to give shortterm membership for those visiting the County on holiday and have been able to ‘sneak’ a model into
their vehicle.
If you are interested in joining our group of happy members you can contact their Secretary, Simon
Pocklington, at simon@viewfinders.uk.com or Ian Nelson at theacepilot@outlook.com

FREE FLIGHT TECHNICAL COMMITTEE
The Free Flight Technical Committee held a Zoom meeting, at the end of June, with participants joining
in from their homes.

With many lockdown restrictions in England being lifted you can now travel and fly models, as exercise
and as long as you have a field to do it on and comply with social distancing rules. All of the MOD sites
remain absolutely out of bounds until further notice but the FFTC are currently negotiating access to
some MOD sites for trimming.
If you live in Scotland, Wales or Northern Ireland we recommend you follow the guidelines set out by the
relevant Regional Governments
All contests and competitions have been cancelled up to 1st September 2020. Check on the website
calendar for details of events after 1st September https://freeflight.bmfa.org/contest-calendar
If there is access to MOD sites prior to cancelled competition dates then it may be access is available for
trim flying. Check the website to see if the go ahead has been given. If it has the site access fee for
those days will be waived and paid for by the FFTC. https://freeflight.bmfa.org/news

The Plugge and Senior Championships will not be awarded this year.
F1ABC Team selections are postponed until spring 2021.
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FFTC VACANCIES FOR 2021
3 members of the current committee will have completed their two year terms at the end of 2020 and so
there will be 3 vacancies to be filled. Nomination forms will be sent to club secretaries and Fellows in
the next few weeks. Nomination forms can be submitted by a club, signed by a club official, or Fellows.
The forms will contain the full details including the deadline time and date for receipt of nominations in
the BMFA office.

FORTHCOMING 2020 CONTESTS & EVENTS
For the BMFA Events Calendar check out https://bmfa.org/Contests-Events/Contest-and-Event-Calendar
where you can find details of your local affiliated club and when they meet and what you can fly there, be
it as a complete novice or an advanced flyer.
Many events and competitions have been cancelled due to the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic.
For August events that may be taking place:
https://nationalcentre.bmfa.org/calendar/action~month/exact_date~1596240000/cat_ids~6,7,9,8/request
_format~json
For September that may be taking place:
https://nationalcentre.bmfa.org/calendar/action~month/exact_date~1598918400/cat_ids~6,7,9,8/request
_format~json
For October events that may be taking place:
https://nationalcentre.bmfa.org/calendar/action~month/exact_date~1601510400/cat_ids~6,7,9,8/request
_format~json
For November events that may be taking place:
https://nationalcentre.bmfa.org/calendar/action~month/exact_date~1604188800/cat_ids~6,7,9,8/request
_format~json

SAM 35 FREE FLIGHT COMPETITIONS http://sam35.org.uk
MODEL HELICOPTER COMPETITIONS: http://www.3dchampionship.co.uk

THE BRITISH DRONE RACING ASSOCIATION (BDRA)

https://bdra.uk
The BDRA is a not for profit organisation. Run by FPV pilot formed to promote the sport of FPV racing
and multi rotors in general. Their aim is to develop the sport and give FPV pilots a voice within the model
aircraft world as a specialist organisation under the BMFA.
After much deliberation over the last weeks the BDRA committee announced that they were confident
that following government guidance and with Covid-19 safety measures in place then racing can resume
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and the season officially kicked off on the 19th July. The host for the opening competition of 2020 and
kicking off the UK British Championships was none other than the venue that crowned Alfie Mitchell as
the new 2019 British Champion, Laxton Gates Fpv Club.
As DBRA have lost so much of the season already they are bringing in temporary measures to enable
them to run a qualifying process that will span from July through to September with the British
Championship being hosted at the end of September or early October.
1) BDRA Membership is reduced to £5 for the remainder of the year. Existing members who have paid
full price will have half price membership next year or a partial refund.
2) Existing members who do not wish to participate this year can have free membership next year or a
refund.
3) All British Championship Qualifying Events will be classed as national status, there will be no regional
qualifying due to lack of time to have a sufficient number of races in each region.
4) The positioning of competitors on the national qualifying leaderboard will be determined by your best
race results from any competition you attend. If there are 10 or more competitions then your best 3
results will count, for less than 10 your best 2 race results will count.
5) Events organisers will be provided with a Covid 19 guidance document in which we advise how to
structure the event in such away to maintain social distancing and provide a safe environment for
attending competitors.
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1aCLhohOj3M_AK4ONZXS5I_Wz70di38uBwElG3s07yY/edit?fbclid=IwAR3xnMIKc24qRYWE8aiijhpiWWiaNQZ9ZYb0GWOzLm5hyMbmgZRJP0I-10
My thanks to Lee Robinson, BDRA Treasurer, for his report on BDRA activities:Our first events were hosted by Laxton FPV, the club that hosted the 2019 British Championships,
followed by Hull FPV, who have a great space and track for racing!
LAXTON
After hosting a successful 2019 Championship, we were back again in force to kick start the UK Drone
racing season, with a full roster of pilots and huge grounds it meant a fantastic day of racing. The heats
were split into the groups of 6 with a one-way system in & out of the pilot area, followed (2 meters away)
by their spotter for the day.

The venue and track were as fantastic as ever, with a new tunnel making an appearance and Doris the
tree stump making another seasons appearance.
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The racing was as expected, intense with pilots who were keen to get going competing against each other.

After a full day’s qualification, with the pilots battling it out, the final heats were grouped, and it was time for
triple finals to decide where you will finish. This also means there is another chance for a pilot to achieve points to
get a higher place.
Points are awarded as follows – 1st = 10pts, 2nd = 7pts, 3rd = 5pts and whoever has the highest amount of points
per heat wins their group!
The results for 19th July’s competition at Laxton were:
Xblades pilot Harry Holmes won the day with an impressive win in the top-seeded group, followed by his
teammate and DRL pilot Brett Collis & Daniel Peters bringing in third place!
Hull FPV
Hull FPV came back for the fourth consecutive season of hosting Drone racing events, and they didn’t
disappoint with this one! It was a windy day in Hull but that didn’t stop the pilots showing up and giving it
everything they could.
Hull have added a giant ladder to their track arsenal, which claimed some drones on the day, but the
feeling of accomplishment, if you got around it, was amazing.
Hull set up as per the Covid-19 guidelines given and had specific areas for pilots and spotters to make a
safe environment for everyone involved.
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On the day, the racing was fast-paced with 10 qualifying rounds achieved with triple finals for all. The
same format was used as Laxton did, which meant for some face quick rounds and a great final finish for
everyone.
The event was also live-streamed to the public with the help of Drone Racing Streams which showed all
the pilot feeds and had real-time chat with the pilots, ask questions and even win prizes!

All in all, a fantastic start to a massively delayed drone racing season and more events to come. The
overall national event will potentially see a slight delay this year to accommodate starting late and allow
the pilots to get the qualifications in and warm those thumbs up!

The results for 26th July’s competition at HULL FPV were:
Xblades pilot Harry Holmes again showed his ability and calm under pressure by taking first, with Jon
‘Smoky’ Rodgers taking the second spot and Saul Irving coming in third.

Drone racing is growing and a record numbers of pilots are in the BDRA who always seems to be
something coming up to make people go WOW!.
If you would like any more information on drone racing then please see https://bdra.uk or visit their
Facebook page
https://www.facebook.com/BritishDroneRacing/?ref=search&__tn__=%2Cd%2CP-R&eid=ARANICP1FhVb5kHPF4PpbKQvYz4Jz_kqz_PGpUznrbNUS0FBGudA43Zt86RxdYunsZ36ChNvg43T7-1
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Aviation and Maritime Confidential Incident Reporting
The first edition of Drone and UAS FEEDBACK is now available to download from the CHIRP website
www.chirp.co.uk and their app.
In the first Edition of Drone/UAS FEEDBACK they explain the role of CHIRP as an independent
confidential reporting system - the aim is to promote safety and improved performance by learning from
others’ experience.
They’ve included reports discussing:
 An accident with a single rotor drone resulting from a failure not evident to the pilot.
 A lapse in procedures requiring an improved checklist and/or a technical interlock.
 An example of distraction leading to an airspace infringement and
 The hazards of press-on-it is
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http://www.precisionflying.co.uk
Responsible for the promotion and day-to-day running of Rally and Precision Flying competitions within
the UK and the selection of pilots and crew to represent Great Britain at international competitions
organised under the auspices of the Fédération Aéronautique Internationale (FAI).
VFR navigation skills developed during the Private Pilots Licence (PPL) course are all too quickly
forgotten as reliance is placed on GPS systems. Check out our video https://vimeo.com/57272236
New members, flying and non-flying, are always welcome. Contact http://www.precisionflying.co.uk for
further information.

NEWS
My thanks to Mary de Klerk SAPFA /FAI WRFC Championship Director for her report.
This year should have seen the BPPA Team GB off to Stellenbosch in South Africa, Stellenbosch for the
2020 FAI World Rally Championships. Rally flying is a slightly different discipline, being for a crew of
pilot and navigator, whereas precision flying, at the top level, is flown solo.
However, during a Zoom meeting held on 19th May 2020 between, Rodney Blois GAC President and
BPPA Chairman, Ralf Grunwald GAC vice President /Treasurer, Mary de Klerk SAPFA /FAI WRFC
Championship Director, Rob Jonkers SAPFA/SA AERO Club President , Frank Eckard WRFC Route
Planner/GAC Chairman Rally Flying Sub-Committee and Hans Schwebel GAC Vice President/Secretary,
Rob Jonkers gave an overview about the situation with the South African CAA and the SA government
and the Covid measures that the SA government require to be implemented.
These far-reaching measures, designed to curb the spread of this disease, globally requires all of us to
change the way we do business and sport, and this will naturally have a knock-on effect with regard to
the 22nd FAI World Rally Flying Championships hosted by South Africa at Stellenbosch Airfield due
to be held in 6-20 Nov 2020.
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Mary de Klerk informed the meeting about the present situation in South Africa and explained the facts
and implications around the Covid-19 Virus and how it has affected the FAI 22nd WRFC 2020 in
Stellenbosch.
It was therefore proposed, and unanimously agreed, that the 22nd FAI WRFC 2020 will be moved to
the same period in November 2021
Preliminary Entry Forms to be received by 30th March 2021 and Official Entry Forms must be sent not
later than 30th June 2021 with entry fees, accommodation and 50% of aircraft hire costs paid before
15th July 2021.

AIR NAVIGATION RACING
There is a possibility of an ANR competition in MAY 2021 in Greece. Watch this space!
The BPPA is always looking for more pilots and navigators. If you fancy having a go, and maybe joining
the team in Stellenbosch, do get in touch. Remember, navigators don’t need a pilot’s licence so rally
flying is ideal for partners.
Contact rodneyblois@gmail.com

or cbarnes@globalnet.co.uk for more information
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BRITISH SKYDIVING
www.britishskydiving.org
On 1st February 1984, parachuting became a permitted activity, subject to the grant by the CAA of a
written permission, and in accordance with appropriate conditions specified in such CAA permission
documents. The British Parachute Association has been renamed British Skydiving and controls all
aspects of skydiving on behalf of the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA).
They are a democratic, not-for-profit organisation of individuals whose purpose is to organise, govern
and further the advancement of Skydiving in the UK.
Skydiving is one of today's most exciting sports. Dynamic and colourful, it offers mastery of the air and
the freedom to make the skies your own!
Enjoyment, exhilaration and limitless challenge are available even to the absolute beginner. And at its
highest level, skydiving is an intensely competitive sport which requires finely tuned skills, intimate
knowledge of the air and perfect body control. Many of their teams and individuals compete at
international level and have received numerous medals and world records.

NEWS
My thanks to Angel Fernandez for the following report:
The biggest news from British Skydiving is that with new government guidelines many PTOs have
resumed operations with safety measures in place to minimise the risk of transmission of COVID-19.
The Return to Skydiving Working Group (RSWG) published its guidance to help things run smoothly at
drop zones. If you have not already done so the please familiarise yourself with the best practice
recommendations, as each drop zone has its own COVID-19 Risk Assessment in place procedures may
differ slightly from DZ to DZ depending upon their own circumstances.
Every skydiver should make an informed decision regarding when they wish to return to skydiving. This
decision needs to be made based on an assessment of the risk of Covid-19-19 transmission to
themselves and others, and the adequacy of the control measures in place to mitigate that risk. Factors
to consider in a risk assessment include (but are not limited to) their age, gender, health, employment,
and home situation.
We have published the guidance on the website and have asked our community to stay alert, be vigilant
and stay safe.
Find out more: https://britishskydiving.org/news/welcome-back-to-skydiving/
Keep an eye out on the British Skydiving website, britishskydiving.org for the latest news.
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INSTRUCTOR COURSES

Due to the continuing risk of Covid-19, British Skydiving made the decision to cancel all our events for
the time being, including Instructor Courses. PTO’s returning to skydiving is not necessarily an indication
that is safe for instructor courses to restart, so unfortunately, whilst social distancing remains in place
and continues to be strongly advised by the Government, we consider that we are not yet in a position to
resume the delivery of our instructor courses. It may be several months before we start again. Social
distancing will almost certainly mean that we will need to reduce the size of the courses, as we are likely
to need a lower maximum capacity for the classrooms, buildings, and aircraft.
We understand that this may be frustrating for some members, but on a positive note, it will allow more
time for future course members to get back in the air safely and to prepare for their respective courses.
We will be reviewing the situation as further guidance is issued by the Government, our medical
advisers, and by consulting with those PTOs who are hosting courses, so that we can be confident that
we can deliver our courses safely for all candidates and examiners.
As soon as we are able to restart, we will notify members who are currently waiting to attend an
instructor Course, giving as much notice as possible.

SKYDIVE THE EXPO 2021

The team at British Skydiving are busy organising Skydive the Expo 2021. With the Covid-19 situation
we are preparing for every eventually including the back-up plan of a virtual expo should the need arise.
As in previous years the Expo will be held on the day of the AGM, Saturday 30 January 2021, at EMCC
Nottingham (NG7 2RJ). There will be great content for you to share in, and contribute to, our passion for
inspiring and growing the skydiving community. Enjoy the exhibition, prizes, seminars, surprises and,
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most of all, the camaraderie of skydivers' biggest get-together of the year. We are still planning for the
Annual Gala Dinner, entertainment and party that will go on well into the night.
Friday 29 January will be an Industry Day consisting of a number of seminars, including CPD sessions,
and exhibition space where DZ operators, Cls, Instructors and Riggers can meet and network with
manufacturers.
Our exhibition partners, Eventpro UK, will once again be organising the exhibition and will be in touch
with this year's exhibitors directly. If you are a potential new exhibitor, please contact Marie Moss at
Eventpro UK on 01509 610452 or marie@skydivetheexpo.com. Sponsorship opportunities are also
available, so please enquire.
You can find out more about Skydive the Expo at
https://britishskydiving.org/expo/

FEMALE FLIGHT COURSES
American canopy pilot Jeannie Bartholomew is planning holding female only flight courses in the UK in
groups of 4-14 to improve their canopy skills and have fun.
Contact Kate Lindsley if you are interested to know more kate@britishskydiving.org

BRITISH COLLEGIATE PARACHUTE ASSOCIATION (BCPA)
https://www.bcpa.org.uk

The BCPA is a volunteer-run, non-profit organisation, set up for the purpose of promoting skydiving at a
collegiate level. The committee is voted in every year at the AGM, held on the weekend of BCPA
Nationals, and positions include Chair, Vice Chair, Events Coordinator, Tour Organiser and Club Liaison.
Want to get involved? Email mail@bcpa.org.uk to find out more.
There are over 30 affiliated university clubs where like-minded people can jump, compete and most
importantly socialise with! Members range from "freshers" who have only recently done their first jump to
graduates with hundreds of jumps who help film, coach and organise at BCPA events.
The BCPA co-ordinates annual inter-university leagues to allow clubs to compete against each other
both in competition (3-way, freefly and accuracy) as well as club achievements (such as obtaining Cat-8
or FS1). This culminates in an awards ceremony at the BCPA Nationals in the summer. Many clubs find
that success here can help to convince their university to allocate them more funding for the subsequent
year!

BCPA Boogie or Nationals or AGM : 15 August 2020 - 16 August 2020
British Parachute Schools Ltd, Langar Airfield, NG13 9HY
It was quite difficult to pick a name for this event this year... So which one is it - Boogie, Nationals or
AGM.
The type of event will depend on what they can and can't do by that time. If they can, they will have a
Boogie - jumping on Friday, Saturday and Sunday, with the usual organisers and coaches and
competitions. With a party on Saturday, right after the AGM. The whole lot.
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If they can't... they will have Nationals - some social distancing on the ground and sky. Hopefully, there
will still be jumps and competitions; there will still definitely be the AGM, but not the party.
And if they still can't do that either ... they will have an online event to sum up this BCPA year, elect next
year's committee at the AGM and run a raffle. Some of the raffle prizes so far include:
1 x 30% off base and options on a Sife Container; 1 x 35% off base and 15% off options on a Vector
container; 1 x 25% off a Vertical suit; 1 x £125 Flight-1 voucher; 1 x 2500 website reward points with
Chuting Star; 2 x 20% off base price Infinity container; 1 x 50% off Merlin Suits Webbed Gloves; 2 x 25%
off Merlin Suits Jump Suit; 1 x 25% off Merlin Suit Baby Jump Suit; 3 x 20% off Ouregan Sport; 1 x 2
months free AAD rental from XDream; 1 x voucher for 2 months for price of 1 on rig rental from XDream
My thanks to Catherine Diffy Chair of BCPA

for the following report:Well, it’s been another strange few months at the BCPA, but it hasn’t stopped our usual antics! We
recently held our first virtual event – a quiz night open to all BCPA members and alumni. Of course, we
had to include a silly ‘scavenger hunt’ round, where members wore crazy hats, introduced their pets, with
a special mention of Liz Hourahine’s tiny tortoise, and ate an interesting combination of ‘snacks’,
including a whole chilli pepper, frozen pastry and chocolate biscuits with mayo!
Silliness aside, we were lucky enough to have the lovely Jack Bradford and Cara Pritchard host an
interesting virtual talk on how to become an FS coach, as well as a Q&A about becoming an instructor or
a coach. Everyone who attended gained a lot from these sessions, keeping them keen to fulfil their goals
once the skies re-open.
Unfortunately, we had to cancel our big-way event, but we are hoping to be back and better than ever for
our final event of the academic year. This is due to be held up at Skydive Langar, 15th-16th of August.
We have shortened our usual 5 day nationals to a weekend event this year to keep things simpler due to
the ongoing situation, and are still hoping to go ahead with it as planned.
If it is cancelled, we will hold our AGM and annually anticipated raffle on the Saturday evening remotely
to elect a new committee for the next academic year. We hope to see as many as possible of you there!
Karolina Zatorska, BCPA event organiser reported that several BCPA members have been awarded
RAeCT bursaries.
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https://www.fsdp.co.uk
The aim of the Charity is to help disabled people discover their true potential through the mental and
physical stimulation of learning to fly a light aircraft. The challenges they face and overcome help them to
find new confidence and self-esteem in rising above their own personal life difficulties, and help them to
view their future with greater self-assurance.
Since the scheme began nearly 400 disabled people have benefited from learning to fly.

2020 SCHOLARSHIPS
Due to the Covid-19 situation there are no scholarships being awarded. However, the closing date for
2021 applications 31st January 2021.
The aim of Flying Scholarships for Disabled People is to challenge and inspire; build up confidence, selfesteem and future aspirations.
The FSDP Preliminary Selection Board meets in February each year, and a short list of 18
candidates is drawn up after all the year’s application forms have been assessed. These applicants
will be invited to the Final Selection Board, which lasts for three days and which will take place at
RAF Cranwell in Lincolnshire at the end of March. This involves interviews with the Selection Panel, an
informal chat with the Flying Instructors, a medical, an assessment of your ability to access a light
aircraft and a straightforward multiple choice test. Accommodation and full board are provided at no
expense to the scholars at RAF Cranwell.
The scholarships are undertaken at Flying Schools in the UK. They are of three or four-weeks duration
and will include a maximum of 16 or 21 hours flying tuition with associated ground schools in either a
PA-28 or a Microlight. The costs of flying training, ground school, accommodation and food are all
covered. The scholars are responsible for their own travel costs and it is essential that they have their
own vehicle to get to and from the Flying School.
Scholars usually go in groups of two, so it is important to emphasise that the ability to interact with
people who they may only have met briefly at Cranwell is vital. The main objective of the scholarship is
to provide a life changing experience and an improvement in both their confidence and self-esteem.
Scholarships commence with a scholar’s seminar near the end of April, during which scholars are
introduced to their instructors and scholar training partner(s).
You can apply for a FSDP scholarship if you are:






Between 18 and 70 years of age
Weigh 115 kgs or below (230 lbs)
Registered disabled
Resident in the UK
Allowed to drive by the DVLA

Complete the online interest form: https://www.fsdp.co.uk/apply/
Whether a candidate is successful or not in being awarded a scholarship they gain an awful lot through
the process and often continue to stay in contact with FSDP and new friends made at Cranwell.
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ANTHONY STEPHENS – FSDP SCHOLAR
Following on from Bristol Aero Club instructor John Sorsby’s report, in the spring RAeC Newsletter, on
his involvement with FSDP Anthony Stephens reports on what it was like being a recipient of an FSDP
scholarship – and John’s student!
From birth I was diagnosed with Phocomelia, a condition that involves malformations of the arms and
legs. This resulted in a double above knee amputation, no elbow in my left arm and missing two fingers
on my left hand. The amputations affected my mobility and I cannot stand for long periods. However, my
upper body strength allows me to pull myself upstairs.
What can I say about receiving an FSDP scholarship, the single greatest experience of my life!

FSDP Scholars Jo Kerley and Anthony Stephens

I’ve been fortunate enough to travel the world during my swimming career, stood on the podium in front
of thousands of cheering people watching as I have had medals hung around my neck. I’ve experienced
things that only a handful of people ever will, yet I’m finding it difficult to say I can compare any of that to
flying an aeroplane completely by myself. Something I never thought would happen was made possible.
My partner for the scholarship, Jo, was a diamond and I’ve made a friend for life - we laughed and cried
together throughout and I couldn’t have asked for a better wing man.

Backseat flying!
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John [Sorsby] and Deb [Ford] were fantastic and I’m not just saying that because they were my
instructors, they really are the nicest couple you could hope to have by your side throughout the
experience, both extremely encouraging and caring throughout. Their knowledge and experience is
second to none and if I could do it all again I wouldn’t choose anyone else to be in the right hand seat.
They ensured our well-being was top priority throughout both in and out of the aircraft and when we
started to show signs of fatigue they were the first to make the decision to do something less taxing
whilst still remaining productive.

John Sorsby (L) and Anthony (R)

Before the scholarship I hadn’t realised just how much self-confidence I had lost over the years. I’ve
always been a confident strong-willed person but it was clear I’d lost myself and I’m pleased to say
learning to fly allowed me to feel like my old self.

I feel I took to flying very quickly and my confidence in my ability to tackle something new came flooding
back, but I was still completely caught off guard when at 12 hours in, John turns to me and says “how do
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you feel about going solo?” I was stunned. It was at that point my confidence came back, Johns
confidence in my ability reassured me I was ready and although I was scared I knew I could do it.
He patted me on the shoulder and got out. I sat at Alpha 2 [Gloucestershire Airport] awaiting departure
and saw John standing to one side and I was terrified. Last time I was that nervous I was stood awaiting
my Paralympic final! But as soon as the wheels left the ground all nerves went away. I went into autopilot
(not literally) and nailed the best circuit I’d done to date. I do believe that solo flight was the final piece of
the puzzle. My self-confidence was at an all-time high and I can’t remember the last time I felt that good
about myself - Thank you John!

Down and done it!

The Proof 

I’ve not been back in the air since finishing my scholarship; I’m currently trying to figure out a way to fund
the remaining hours and 5 exams to complete my license.
The FSDP scholarship has given me a new passion to focus on and I only hope I can get into a position
where I’m able to get my license.
I can’t thank you all enough, both at FSDP, and also my sponsor The Red Arrows Trust, without whom
none of this would have been possible. I can assure you I’ll be finding a way to give back to the charity in
the near future. Truly a life changing experience.
Thank you X

[Ed Well done Anthony and many congratulations]
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http://formulaairracing.com
FARA (The Formula Air Racing Association) is the recognised official governing body and sanctioning
authority for Formula Air Racing disciplines. It is the governing body in the UK for the sport known as
formula one air racing and, in cooperation with the American IF1 and French APAF associations it
sanctions those air races around the world in the official Air Race 1 World Cup series. FARA is also the
international sanctioning body for the new electric air racing formula, Air Race E.
The series is run by Air Race Events and led by world-leading air racing promoter Jeff Zaltman, the man
behind the globally successful Air Race 1 series (the gasoline-powered equivalent) and is open to any
team with the necessary qualifications according to the rules of the sport and Formula Air Racing
Association (FARA) will work closely with registered teams to ensure competing pilots are certified to
race as part of the future qualification process.
Unlike other events, this race sees pilots racing directly against each other to be the first to cross the
finish line after eight laps around a tight circuit.

In each race, 8 of the world’s best pilots take command of the only real race aircraft to accept the
ultimate challenge of pilot and machine – just 10 meters above the ground at speeds of 450kph
(280mph).

Air Race-1 Lleida,Spain (PHOTO:Simone-Ciaralli)
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Each year one Host City will be home to the Air Race E World Cup – the top title in the sport. Other
races will be held in other cities as stand-alone cup events. As more cities are added each year to the air
racing calendar, these races will be connected together as a series with points accruing to crown an
overall series champion.
For more information:

https://airracee.com

Ansys JOINS FARA PARTNERSHIP
Ansys, a global leader in engineering simulation, has partnered with Air Race E, the world’s first electric
airplane race, set to launch its inaugural event in 2021. As the Official Simulation Software Partner,
Ansys’s cutting-edge simulation technologies will be used to help teams optimize the energy efficiency
and performance of their all-electric race planes.
Air Race E aims to use the competition format to drive the development and adoption of cleaner and
more technologically advanced electric powertrains that can be applied to urban air mobility vehicles,
regional air transport and, eventually, commercial airplanes.
The races will follow a format similar to the popular Air Race 1 series of formula one air racing, but with a
new electric formula. Eight electric-powered airplanes will race directly against each other on a tight 5km circuit, just 10 metres above the ground, and at speeds faster than any land-based motorsport.
Air Race E founder and CEO Jeff Zaltman said the partnership is a natural alliance, with both parties
sharing a desire to accelerate innovation that dramatically reduces the environmental impacts of
aviation. “We’re confident that this partnership with Ansys will prove invaluable for our race teams,
particularly now, during the design and build phase of the series. Ansys simulation solutions will enable
them to push engineering boundaries and hone their new aircraft concepts faster than ever. Air Race E
looks forward to seeing the game-changing competitive advantages our teams gain from using Ansys
products.”
Headquartered in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, USA, Ansys offers a broad portfolio of engineering
simulation software, helping clients solve complex challenges from ideation to design to
manufacturing to product use across a wide range of industries.
Air Race E teams will have the opportunity to use Ansys software to simulate the various demands on
their aircraft during a race and to test solutions to refine and streamline their designs. “Ansys and Air
Race E are shaping the future of electric flight by joining forces to solve the most pressing engineering
challenges impacting aircraft electrification today, combining Ansys’ powerful physics-based simulation
capabilities with Air Race E’s physical test bed for experimentation will accelerate the development of
critical electrification technologies and help launch a new era of sustainable electric aviation.” said Shane
Emswiler, Senior VIce-President, Ansys.
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http://www.hcgb.co.uk
The HCGB membership represents almost all of the private helicopter owners and pilots in the UK and
actively encourages social flying and many members regularly participate in the organised events as well
as organising an annual calendar of events ranging from lunch fly-ins, cross channel weekends, visits to
military establishments and breweries and covering just about anything you can think of doing.
The HCGB was founded in 1966 to promote the sporting and social use of helicopters but in recent years
the HCGB has come to the fore in defending freedom to fly from new restrictions and expensive &
unnecessary equipment requirements.
There is a range of annual events to participate in from fly outs and social gathering. Members also
benefit from safety days and educational co-operation with the AAIB and NATS.
Members of the HCGB form the British Helicopter Team and compete nationally and internationally in
the World Helicopter Championship and the Helicopter World Cup both at home and overseas. Annually
the HCGB holds its own UK competition event.

NEWS
Normally, the HCGB calendar of events is in full swing with all manner of events and the annual
helicopter racing competition. This has somewhat altered this year, on a positive note the 2021 calendar
is brimful of events!
One of the things that COVID-19 didn’t stop was the legislative challenges that presented themselves to
the HCGB.
Club members have found alternative entertainment during lockdown and the HCGB was reported in
the Sunday Times magazine, the article was called “My Other Car Is A Helicopter”. It featured several
club members - Board member Roy Murphy, Nigel Colclough and Sarah Wills.
To read the
nddbbhdfg7z

article:

https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/air-travel-lift-off-my-other-cars-a-helicopter-

Modern methods such as Zoom have allowed the everyday business to continue despite the restrictions
and Joel Tobias held an informative webinar about the EC120 on Zoom.

The HCGB had five successful nominations for the 2019 Royal Aero Club Awards:Quentin Smith has been awarded The Bréguet Trophy. Despite all of Quentin's accomplishments his
passion remains to teach people to fly. It’s a remarkable double for the Smiths as Mike Smith, his father,
was awarded the same trophy in 1997.
Humberto Schenk of Scalaria was awarded a Certificate of Appreciation for his assistance with the safe
keeping of the Bréguet Trophy whilst the HCGB had it on loan from the Royal Aero Club Trust last year.
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Past HCGB Chairman and past Chairman of FAI Rotorcraft Commission, Elfan ap Rees has been
awarded a Royal Aero Club Silver medal to mark his long and well documented career in aviation
stretching almost sixty years.

He is undoubtedly best known for his remarkable achievement of the Helicopter Museum in Weston
super Mare.

Club member and FAI International FAI Judge, Alan Norris has been awarded a Royal Aero Club
bronze medal.

This marks Alan’s forty year involvement judging at competitions all over the world where his roles have
ranged from judge to team manager to deputy chief judge. Alan is also a founder member of the
Helicopter Museum in Weston super Mare.

The HCGB successfully nominated HeliAir Limited for a Royal Aero Club Certificate of Appreciation
for their support during the Heli UK Expo Challenge Cup which has been held at Wycombe since 2017
and is certainly not without its challenges.
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http://www.lightaircraftassociation.co.uk
The Light Aircraft Association (LAA) was established just after the end of World War Two with the aim of
ensuring that recreational aviation was affordably available to the man in the street. Pre-war it had
predominantly been the preserve of the better off.

NEWS
LAA WEATHERING THE STORM
Like all the member associations, the LAA has been weathering the COVID storm. We’ve been working
with the CAA and DfT to enable a return to flying as quickly as precautions would permit and, despite all
our staff working from home, still maintaining office services to ensure answer member queries and allow
permit documentation to be processed when required.
Sadly however, they made the hard decision to cancel the 2020 LAA Rally in September after having
worked incredibly hard with Sywell Aerodrome to look at new ways in which the Rally could continue
while at the same time keeping volunteers, members, exhibitors and other visitors safe.
However, there would be real risks in hosting a large public event, even if Government advice allows, in
late summer. What would happen, heaven forbid, if the Rally were to suddenly become a source of reinfection?
Instead, they are looking ahead. Let’s all make a note in our diaries for 3rd, 4th and 5th September
2021. Next year’s Sywell rally will celebrate the 75th Anniversary of the formation of the LAA’s
predecessor, the Ultra-Light Aircraft Association in 1946. It will be both a celebration and a welcome
reunion of those who can’t get together this year. It will be one heck of a party!
In the meantime the LAA developed some innovative ways to stay in touch with their members, including
an LAA YouTube video channel, virtual pub nights using Zoom teleconferencing and a ‘lockdown’ arts
competition.

Light Aircraft Association and Pooleys Flight Equipment Launch Sport Flying
Video Competition
The Light Aircraft Association and Pooleys Flight Equipment have launched a sport flying video
competition which allows LAA members to share their passion in a competition to submit a video of their
aircraft or their flying.
It could be a documentary discussing your build or restoration project, its challenges and ups and downs.
Or it could be a fast-moving, action-packed film with multiple shots showing your hot ship or vintage
biplane dancing amongst the clouds, edited to dramatic music.
The format and content of the video is entirely up to the participant. So long as it is between 1.5 and 15
minutes in length and demonstrates the fun that can be had with an LAA permit aircraft.
A £1,000 prize fund will allow winners to choose from up to £500 of Pooleys flight equipment and
merchandise, and the top three entries will have free LAA membership for 2021. The competition is open
to LAA members only and entries close for video submissions 31st October 2020
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1st

£500 Pooleys merchandise voucher, plus a year’s free LAA membership.



2nd

£300 Pooleys merchandise voucher, plus a year’s free LAA membership.



3rd

£200 Pooleys merchandise voucher, plus a year’s free LAA membership.

All prizes must be redeemed between December 2020 and December 2021.
Everyone
will
be
able
to
enjoy the
results
via
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCQ8Ytam8IS5PEjyJemdxMiQ
https://www.facebook.com/lightaircraftassociation

the
LAA
YouTube
and
Facebook

channel
page

The competition concept was the brainchild of LAA engineers Mike Roberts and Joe Hadley, who are
keen to point out that any member can contribute. “With over 7,700 members and 2,800 active aircraft of
different shapes, sizes and capabilities on the LAA fleet, we are all united in our love for flying” says Mike
Roberts. “You don’t need an expensive camera. Suitably edited mobile phone footage will do. In
addition, older footage can also be used. The aim of this competition is for members to share the
enjoyment of their aircraft with families and friends, and to capture that fun in an engaging, exciting
manner. We’re really looking forward to seeing the results”.
SENDING IN YOUR ENTRY
Once the final edit is complete, the video should be uploaded to YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/?gl=GB&hl=en-GB where a link should be made to the LAA YouTube channel.
Entrants then send a copy of the link, with their name and membership number to office@laa.uk.com
headed Video Competition, and the title of the film. We recommend that it depicts the video accurately;
‘Long-EZ Cloud Chasing Fun’ or ‘A Taylor Monoplane Build Diary’ for example.
Each submission will be required to comply with the following criteria;

images or music either owned by the member submitting the video or
allowed to use the media under an appropriate creative commons license (royalty free) with credit for
royalty free media given to the artist in the YouTube video description.

OPERATING CAMERAS ON YOUR AIRCRAFT
To complete any flying sequences, it is likely to require cameras to be mounted on your aircraft. Before
any flying footage is captured, all camera installations must be approved by your inspector. LAA
Technical Leaflet (TL 3.24 details the installation requirements for small action cameras mounted on
your aircraft
http://www.lightaircraftassociation.co.uk/engineering/TechnicalLeaflets/Mods%20and%20Repairs/TL%20
3.24%20Camera%20installations.pdf
FLY SAFELY
The aim of this competition is for the LAA members to capture and enjoy the process of creating an
exciting or factual video of their particular aircraft type. It cannot be stressed enough that any video
submission demonstrating reckless or dangerous flying will be immediately disqualified.
Full details http://www.lightaircraftassociation.co.uk/2020/News/video_comp.html
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KIDS AT HOME- LAA AVIATION ART COMPETITION
It became apparent in March that we were going to have to think ‘outside the box’ if we were to
encourage children deprived of school for several months, with parents looking for activities to keep
them amused ,to enjoy another positive experience putting pencil crayons and felt tips to paper. This
time, with the help of Phil Jackson, the LAA created a colourful pdf poster, inviting children aged 5-15 in
three age categories to try their hand at drawing an aeroplane. The prizes in each age group were family
tickets for an Old Warden Air Show 2021.

The winners are:
First prize in the 5-8 category went to Bessie Revell from Huddersfield;
First prize in the 9-12 age group went to Sebastian Wright from Ireland and the
13-15 category winner was Nick Harder.
SPECTACULAR ‘GRIFFIN’ ORNITHOPTER WINS SPECIAL LAA ART AWARD
A spectacular winner has emerged from the LAA ‘Kids at Home’ aviation art competition organised for
five to 15 year-olds conjunction with the Shuttleworth Collection and Guild of Aviation Artists. The
competition was launched in March to encourage children deprived of school and with parents looking
for activities to keep them amused, to try their hand at designing or drawing an aircraft. An eye-catching
‘e-poster’ from Phil Jackson of GAvA, [see spring issue of this Newsletter], triggered a bumper response
of young people putting pencils, crayons and felt tips to paper, with entries being posted or e-mailed to
LAA HQ.
The stand-out entry was the ‘Griffin’ ornithopter, designed by 15 year-old Nick Harder. His design would
be lifted to altitude by a helium balloon, with solar-rechargeable electric power providing lift and thrust via
the flapping wings.
“The picture’s presentation and creativity made it stand apart” said LAA CEO Steve Slater. “We were so
impressed that in addition to the main prize of a family ticket for an Old Warden Air Show in 2021, we’ve
made him an LAA member and invited him to join us for a day at LAA HQ too. He’s got just the sort of
design talent we need for the future!”
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Nick Harder’s ‘Griffin’ ornithopter

All entrants showed real talent and imagination in their designs, as did many of the runners up.
Congratulations to all who entered the competition and hope that the diversion of an art competition
during lockdown helped to give an added interest to long days at home.

ARMSTRONG-ISAACS BURSARY
The Armstrong-Isaacs bursaries (up to £1,500) are intended to help young PPL trainees (up to 30 years
of age) through that later stage of the course when cross country navigational exercises mean that twohour, or longer, lessons are required, with the correspondingly higher costs over a single hour’s lesson.
To that end, applicants must already have a minimum of five hours’ solo.
Details of the 2020 bursary application can be found at
http://www.lightaircraftassociation.co.uk/Bursary/AI.html
All applications must be completed on the form available on the LAA website. Please complete and
email to office@laa.uk.com with the subject title Armstrong/Isaacs Bursary. Applications should arrive on
or before the closing date of 1st December 2020. The LAA may contact you for further information,
and may request an interview, if it is thought necessary.
Successful applicants will be notified during February 2021.

FAI AVIATION ART CONTEST FOR YOUNG PEOPLE 2021
The FAI have announced the new title for the 2021 contest and it is very appropriate to the times in
which we find ourselves as the emphasis is on the importance of friendship and personal relationships in
the world of aviation.
To illustrate the title “A Friendlier World with Air Sports” entrants are encouraged to create a picture
to illustrate how friendships are made in aviation across the world. Whether it’s gliders, hot air balloons,
microlights or light aircraft it’s the people who build them, fly them and enjoy watching them who make
flying fun.
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The UK competition is facilitated by the Light Aircraft Association and supported by the Guild of Aviation
Artists, Pilot Magazine and the Royal Aero Club, the UK competition entries close in the 31st January
2021.
More details to follow. For further information, please contact: office@laa.uk.com

Judging the 2020 FAI Aviation Art UK entries at LAA HQ: Philip Whiteman Andrew Latham and Steve Slater

Anne Hughes is the LAA Aviation Art Competition’s Coordinator and can be contacted via LAA HQ
office@laa.uk.com

Join YES (Youth & Education Support ) It’s Free!
Did you know that joining YES is not only a great idea, but it is free to join.
YES the Youth Education branch of the Light Aircraft Association, working together with LAA Clubs,
leading industry companies, local education authorities, schools and universities and many others to –
educate, encourage and inspire young people to take part in all sorts of activities connected with aviation
Just down load the membership form and send it to the YES Secretary and you will become part of the
Youth Education branch of the LAA, delivering education, inspiration and most of all fun to the Youth of
today. https://yesflyers.org.uk/join-yes-its-free

OTHER CLUBS ASSOCIATED TO THE LAA
There are also a number of other Clubs associated to the LAA that are dedicated to a specific aircraft
manufacturer or model. The Vintage Aircraft Club, Europa Club, European Luscombe Club etc., can offer
social activities and useful technical support for owners or those interested in that particular type.
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LAA STRUT MEETINGS
Some LAA Strut meetings make a small charge for non-members but all are welcome to attend and
meetings are an excellent source of advice and help, whether building, buying, training or simply wanting
to be involved in the local aviation scene.
STRUT’s arrange a number of flying and social events throughout the year and most hold monthly
meetings and maybe an interesting aviation related talk. Meetings are an excellent source of advice and
help whether building, buying, training or simply wanting to be involved in the local aviation scene and
are dotted around the UK

Checkout the LAA website for details of your local STRUT on an interactive map
http://www.lightaircraftassociation.co.uk/struts/struts.html

FOR LAA FRIENDLY AIRFIELDS
CHECKOUT http://www.lightaircraftassociation.co.uk/Airfields/airfield_listing.html
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http://www.royalaeroclubrrra.co.uk
The Royal Aero Club Records Racing and Rally Association (“The 3Rs”) is mandated to oversee British
handicap air racing, British and World aviation records and formal air rallies.
The 3R’s have delegated authority from the FAI (Fédération Aéronautique Internationale) www.fai.org to
oversee National and World Record attempts by UK licenced pilots and citizens. If you are interested in
setting an Aviation Record, be it point to point (speed), altitude or endurance then contact Geoffrey Boot,
Record Coordinator at geoffreyboot@gmail.com

NEWS
All competitions have been cancelled for the 2020 season.
But these are a few of the trophies that may be air raced for in the 2021 season.

THE KING's CUP, once known as the Circuit of Britain Race, is the most coveted trophy in sporting
aviation, arousing keen competition since 1922 when it was presented by King George V. This first race
was an 810-mile contest from Croydon Aerodrome, south of London, to Glasgow, Scotland and back
again after an overnight stop. Entries were restricted to British and British Commonwealth pilot. The
winner of the first race was Captain F. C. Bernard, chief pilot of Instone Air Line flying an Airco DH.4A.
He won the Cup again in 1925 when the length of the course was doubled to 1,608 miles this time in a
A.W. Siskin V.
At each race new Cups were made to be presented by the King which continued until he realised this
was financially prohibitive as he was paying for these out of his own pocket!
The race was suspended during WWII commencing again in 1949 at Elmdon Airfield, later to become
Birmingham International Airport, and won by Nat Somers [my cousin Ed.] flying a Miles M65 Gemini 3.
In 1957 The King's Cup Air Race won by jet aircraft for first time, a Miles M77 Sparrowjet flown by Fred
Dunkerley.
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Not only is this a handicap race but sometimes the pilot is handicapped too. In 1982 winner Geoffrey
Richardson, flying a Bolkow Bo 209 Monsun, had lost a leg when racing in the Isle of Man TT in 1971.
3 women have won The King’s Cup in its long history, Miss Winifred Brown in 1930 flying a Avro Avian
III, Josephine in a Piper PA-18 Super Cub (1981) and in 1997 Melanie Willes.
While a handful of pilots have won this much coveted prize twice, Fran L Barnard; WL Hope; Charles E
Gardner; James H Denyer and John Stewart-Wood; only 3 pilots have won it 3 times apiece, AJ
Spiller; Rogers Hayes and Geoffrey Boot.
To qualify for entry to race for the King’s Cup pilots must have competed 1 weekend's air racing (ie 2
races) plus the Steward's Cup on the Saturday of the King's Cup weekend as well as being either a
British or a British Commonwealth pilot.

The Goodyear Trophy is a silver seagull trophy and was first competed for in 1948 at Wolverhampton
Municipal Airport and was a handicap race of 65 miles over a 3 lap course. The Goodyear Tyre and
Rubber Company was a previous sponsor of the UK National Air Races when the company used to look
after the turn points.
The Goodyear Tyre and Rubber Company also sponsored a similar National Air Race competition in the
USA from 1947.

The City Livery Trophy, more formally now known as the City Livery Club Aero Section Challenge
Trophy started life as the City Livery Club Aero Section Challenge Cup Winter Handicap Air Race. The
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course was 350nm and was only announced 90 minutes before take-off and was the first race in The
British Light Aviation Centre’s (Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association UK) annual air racing programme.
This huge City Livery Aero Section Challenge Cup was originally the opener to the air racing season as
a navigational “Winter Handicap”. Competitors must have had to have logged over 500 hours as Pilot in
Command and have an IMC (Instrument Meteorological Conditions) rating.
As well as the Trophy the first 3 finishers split the total of the £50 that each competitor put in to “the
kitty”, in the proportions 50%/35%/15%, after race expenses had been deducted. However, todays
competitors just have to make do with the huge Trophy.
Victor Ercolani’s father Abdon had been a picture frame maker in St Angelo en Vado, Tuscany, Italy. But
as Protestants in a staunch Catholic area the family were persecuted and the British Salvation Army
arranged for them to immigrate to London’s East End in 1898. Victor Ercolani was born in Hackney a
year later. In the First World War he was a Private in the Army Service Corps and in WWII an aviator in
the Royal Flying Corps. He was a very enthusiastic aviator and kept up his interest in flying a long time
after WWII owning several aircraft including a Tiger Moth and a Miles M 65 Gemini, G-AJKV. Like his
brother Lucian Randoph Ercolani, Victor was involved in the furniture making industry. He started a
company called Cabinet Industries manufacturing radio, TV & audio cabinets, whilst his brother set up
Furniture Industries producing mass produced furniture and later renamed Ercol Ltd. His great nephew,
Edward Tadros, Chairman of Ercol Ltd, remembers his mother telling him of looping the loop with Victor
in his open his Tiger Moth in the 1930’s.
Victor was awarded the Royal Aero Club Aviators’ Certificate in 1931 and was a very energetic man, a
Freeman of the City, a Liveryman of The Worshipful Company of Furniture Makers, a Master of the
Basket Weavers Guild and an Alderman. He had a great love of football and a Chairman of Crystal
Palace Football Club in 1957 & 1958 and still a Director when the Club won promotion to Division One,
in 1969. Victor died in 1987.

The 3Rs don’t just air race for old trophies, new trophies have been presented to the Association through
the years. In 2009 Carol, Paul Walker’s daughter, presented THE ROYAL AERO CLUB PAUL
WALKER TROPHY to be raced for in dedication to his memory, his kindness and his love for aviation
and Guy Hook presented the THE BRUCE AND IAN HOOK CELEBRATION TROPHY in 2017 and is
the latest air racing trophy to be presented to the Association. Guy Hook presented the trophy to be
raced for in memory of his father Bruce and brother Ian.

Pilot Bruce and navigator Ian for many years regularly flew in 3Rs Royal Aero Club air races in Bruce’s
Beech Baron twin engine aircraft, Race No 305.
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https://www.aerosociety.com
The Royal Aeronautical Society (RAeS) is the sister organisation of the Royal Aero Club and holds
major conferences, lectures and events at its headquarters in central London at 4 Hamilton Place,
London W1J 7BQ. Lectures and conferences normally open to interested non-members. The RAeS also
encompasses a variety of special interest groups and local branches in the UK, and overseas, who too
organise programmes of lectures and events and is the sister organisation of the Royal Aero Club
(RAeC).

NEWS
RAeS INTERNATIONAL GENERAL AVIATION DESIGN COMPETITION 2020
This is the fourth in a series of RAeS design competitions aimed at promoting major innovation in the
general aviation aircraft sector and is run in association with the Light Aircraft Association (LAA).
A hurricane has just swept across the Caribbean island of Dominica, destroying almost all buildings and
blocking most roads. Those injured need to be taken to hospitals on neighbouring islands. A vertical
take-off, electric aircraft is needed to evacuate them, preferably to those islands that are not already
overwhelmed with medical cases. Achievable range is of the essence!
Entries are invited for this competition from under- and post-graduate engineering students,
professionals and amateur aircraft designers. You may enter as an individual or a team. We particularly
encourage entries from teams of engineering students. Submission deadline is 31 August 2020.
Winners will be announced at the online RAeS Light Aircraft Design Conference on 16th November.
Competition Rules and Guidelines: https://www.aerosociety.com/media/13398/raes-general-aviationdesign-competition-2020-rules-and-guidance.pdf
Register your interest for the RAeS International Light Aircraft Design Competition 2020:
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=0JqrdFknn0u8zWLnZzuB_EPnC1qTeZ9Nt8K1_
yUKu-tUQVU2ME1HREFXUFQ0WTU2WUpaWFJIQUY0Vy4u

LIGHT AIRCRAFT DESIGN CONFERENCE 2020 –
ELECTRIFYING GENERAL AVIATION II 16TH NOVEMBER 2020
This year the annual conference will be held online. As with the previous conference in 2019 this
conference will address the current developments in Electrically Powered Light Aircraft and will feature
power systems, aircraft projects and concepts and an exciting Design Competition for Electrically
Powered Racing Aircraft.
The conference seeks contributions relating to the Electrically Powered theme or more generally to
advanced Light Aircraft design and technology. The papers do not have to be exclusively electric in
theme and may relate to Lightweight Structures, novel concepts and technology and operation.
If you would like to register your interest to book onto this event, please contact the RAeS Events
Team on events@aerosociety.com
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https://www.aerosociety.com/media/14228/lad-2020-call-for-presentations.pdf
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YOUNG PERSONS COMMITTEE
Robin Saaristo has been elected as Chair of the YPC. After finishing his MEng degree in Aeronautical
Engineering at Imperial College London, Robin is now working as a Systems Engineer at Martin-Baker
where he develops the next generation of ejection seat. He has been with the YPC for five years now,
two of which was as the YPN administrator, where he lead the expansion of the number of network
representatives and their role at local branches, and is currently serving as Vice Chair. Robin is keen to
ensure that the young members of the Society have access to the same opportunities that he has had
and provide a young member’s perspective on the strategic aims of the Society.
Declan Wilcock Vice Chair currently works at the National Composites Centre and is researching
lightweight composite structures for future aerospace applications. Declan enjoys STEM engagement
and you may have seen him touring the country and delivering workshops with the RAeS demonstration
wind tunnel.

Robin Saaristo

Declan Wilcock

RAeS LECTURES
There are no forthcoming lectures being advertised to attend so catch up on some of the RAeS
podcasts:

Circuits and Splashes: The History, Design and Flying of Water Aircraft by Capt. Tony Irwin FRAeS
https://www.aerosociety.com/news/rewind-audio-circuits-and-splashes-the-history-design-and-flying-ofwater-aircraft-by-capt-tony-irwin-fraes/
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Rewind - The first attempt to fly round the world by Wg. Cdr. Norman Macmillan:
https://www.aerosociety.com/news/audio-rewind-the-first-attempt-to-fly-round-the-world-by-wg-cdrnorman-macmillan

From the Archive: F. M. Green on life at the Royal Aircraft Factory, 1910-17:
https://www.aerosociety.com/news/audio-from-the-archive-f-m-green-on-life-at-the-royal-aircraft-factory1910-17

EVENTS
19th August: Webinar: An Introduction to RAeS Membership and Professional Registration. 13:00-14:00
BST. Register to attend: https://register.gotowebinar.com/register/572763502775926796
September:
https://www.aerosociety.com/eventscalendar/?keywords=&location=&eventType=&day=&month=9&year
=2020&view=month&pageSize=100&pageNumber=1
October: https://www.aerosociety.com/eventscalendar/?keywords=&location=&eventType=&day=&month=10&year=2020&view=month&pageSize=10
0&pageNumber=1
November:
https://www.aerosociety.com/eventscalendar/?keywords=&location=&eventType=&day=&month=11&year=2020&view=month&pageSize=10
0&pageNumber=1
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HISTORY REPLACED BY HERITAGE

Paul Beaver FRAeS VR has been elected Chair of the RAeS Aeronautical Heritage Group, previously
named the Historical Group, for the next 3 years and plans to continue the development of aeronautical
heritage and make it more relevant to the Society, its members and aviation Communities of Interest.
RAeS members are being asked to let them know what the heritage subjects you would like to see and
hear debated at one of their regular lectures. Contact knowledge@aerosociety.com
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IS YOUR AERODROME UNDER THREAT?
North Denes: The aerodrome with 2 grass runways has been put up for sale as has been disused since
2015 on the cessation of North Sea helicopter operations.
Bourn Park: Site earmarked for some 3,500 homes in 2031 Local Plan adopted by South
Cambridgeshire District Council on 27 September 2018 after completion of all planning procedures,
including Public Examination. A planning application for the development has been submitted and all
aircraft have vacated the airfield.
POSSIBLY GOOD NEWS
Panshanger: A planning application has been submitted to re-open the airfield.
Old Sarum: The airfield closed on 31st October. Multi-agreements have been reached for the site to be
used as a parachute centre and aerodrome accordingly. Aerodrome notified closed to all others without
express approval to all movements requiring a licensed or certified aerodrome and ATZ withdrawn until
21st July 2020.
GOOD NEWS
Andrewsfield Airfield: Uttlesford District Council recently announced that Andrewsfield Airfield in Essex
is declared an official “community asset”.
My thanks to John Walker for his July 2020 UK Airfields update:

Aerodrome
Andrewsfield

Bourn

Bruntingthorpe
Bourne Park

Cambridge

Chalgrove

Chiltern Park
Deenethorpe

Current Status
Braintree, Colchester and Tendring Councils are jointly developing a Local Plan for
North-East Essex with an area adjacent to Andrewsfield aerodrome earmarked for a
large garden community. The definitive Local Plan is the subject of Public
Examination with the Planning Inspector considering the proposal to be unsound
resulting in the Councils opting to delete the specific proposal from the Plan.
Site earmarked for some 3,500 homes in 2031 Local Plan adopted by South
Cambridgeshire District Council on 27 September 2018. A planning application for
the development has been submitted.
Majority of aerodrome site to be used for motor vehicle storage. Residents given
notice to remove their aircraft by 30 October 2020.
Planning application approved on 26 June 2020 by Test Valley Borough Council for
demolition of buildings associated with Bourne Park Airfield and removal of existing
airstrip and outdoor storage areas leading to cessation of all aviation activity.
Marshall Group will be vacating the aerodrome by 2030 and relocate to Cranfield or
Wyton (see page 2) with Duxford being rejected as unsuitable. The Group has stated
its intent to the local authorities to put the site forward for development as part of the
next Local Plan from 2030.
After a reassessment, site included in South Oxfordshire District Council draft 2034
Local Plan submitted for public examination with virtual hearings starting on 14 July
2020 for a 3,000-home development with a new runway for Martin-Baker Aircraft
(MBA) operations. Homes England (HE) the land owner has stated that they will use
their CPO powers if current negotiations about the development with MBA (their
tenant) who wish to protect and expand their operations, are unsuccessful.
The site land owner has given notice to the lease holder and aerodrome operator,
Chiltern Airsports, to vacate the site by 24 September 2020.
Site accepted under the Government’s Garden Village scheme for development with up
to 1,500 homes. East Northamptonshire Council approved the site masterplan on 15
October 2018 and a planning application for the development is expected soon.
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Aerodrome
Dunsfold

Current Status
Planning application for mixed use development with 1,800 homes on site approved by
Waverley Borough Council on 14 December 2016 but called in for a Public Inquiry the
result of which was Central Government approval for the application on 29 March
2018. Protest groups appealed these decisions in the High Court but the Court rejected
these challenges on 5 November 2018. The development has now been granted
Government Garden Village status.

Elvington

York City Council definitive Local Plan submitted for Public Examination on 25 May
2018 with public hearings commencing on 10 December 2019 includes a development
of up to 3,330 homes occupying the middle section of the runway.

Fairoaks

Planning application for 1,000-home Garden Village on site withdrawn on 10 February
2020 but is expected to be resubmitted later. An alternative scheme (“Fairoaks 2020”)
that retains the aerodrome, originally put forward by a local opposition group, has been
included in proposals from Unity Land LLP. Public consultation ended on 30 July
2018 on Surrey Heath Borough Council’s draft Local Plan options document which
states that for Chobham “Employment and Retail - Sets out that development at
Fairoaks Airport should be guided by a development brief / masterplan.”

Halfpenny Green
(Wolverhampton
Business Airport)

MCR Property Group, the site owner, has apparently put the aerodrome up for private
sale at an asking price of £7.5 million. In September 2018 South Staffordshire
Council approved a Site Allocation Document expanding on the previously adopted
Core Strategy for their emerging Local Plan which states that the aerodrome is
allocated and protected for employment purposes. A planning application for the
construction by MCR of 112 homes on south-west corner of site and aerodrome
improvements including 3 new hangars has been delayed.
Aerodrome site has been sold to Dyson Ltd who has obtained outline planning
permission from Wiltshire Council for a site wide masterplan excluding use of the
main runway. A full planning application to extend the runway and construct a private
hangar was withdrawn on 1 November 2019.
Aerodrome currently occupied and operated by British Parachute Schools sold in
January 2019 to the owner of Nottingham City (Tollerton) aerodrome (see entry on
page 3). Emergency runway 01/19 is being leased for the testing of experimental
autonomous cars.
Aerodrome is designated in Stratford-on-Avon Local Plan adopted Core Strategy for
housing and has Government Garden Village approval for which a planning application
has been submitted. Developer is Cala Homes in conjunction with site owner. See
entry for Wellesbourne

Hullavington

Langar

Long Marston

Manston

Monewden
Nottingham City
(Tollerton)
Old Sarum

In a letter dated 9 July 2020, the Secretary of State has approved the granting of a
Development Consent Order (DCO) to River Oak Strategic Partners (the site owner) to
retain the aerodrome as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project. There is now a
six-week period for parties to challenge this decision through a Judicial Review. On 9
July 2020, Thanet District Council adopted its 2031 Local Plan that recognises the
existing use of Manston as an airport and agreed to an early review of the adopted Plan
in the light of the DCO decision.
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2020/716/article/2/made
Due to close by Christmas 2020 with owner citing the main reason being the “constant
gripes from the council re planning and moaning from the local few”.
With the support of the land owner, site earmarked for up to 4,000 homes in Local Plan
adopted by Rushcliffe Borough Council on 8 October 2019.
Site owner’s planning application for housing development and 10 additional hangars
refused on appeal in a Planning Inspectorate decision letter dated 11 July 2019. The
owner applied for a Judicial Review of this decision with the application being initially
refused by the High Court but with hearings subsequently taking place in early May
2020. Aerodrome notified as closed without express approval to all movements
requiring a licensed or certified aerodrome and ATZ withdrawn until 21 July 2020.
Multi-year agreement reached with effect from 1 February 2020 for site to be used as a
parachute centre and aerodrome notified accordingly.
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Aerodrome
Panshanger

Peterborough / Sibson

Current Status
Homes England has bought the aerodrome site from Mariposa Investments. A public
consultation by Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council ended on 1 May 2020 into
providing additional housing sites for the Local Plan which schemes preclude a
realigned grass runway to the north of previous runway 11/29 proposed in the current
draft Local Plan. An outline planning application to re-open the aerodrome has been
submitted.
Huntingdonshire District Council submitted an unsuccessful bid for a 2,500 home
Garden Village on site. The Council subsequently withdrew their support for the
proposal but the site is still listed in the Council’s Housing and Economic Land
Availability Assessment.

Plymouth

FlyPlymouth, a local social enterprise aerodrome support group, plans to reopen the
aerodrome and start regional airline services. Sutton Harbour Group, the site lease
holder, have proposed a mixed-use development although the adopted Plymouth City /
South-West Devon Joint Local Plan retains the site for aviation use at least until the
first 5-year review of the adopted Plan.

Redhill

Tandridge District Council public consultation on four potential Garden Village sites
including Redhill ended on 9 October 2017. The definitive 2033 Local Plan submitted
for Public Examination on 18 January 2019 with hearings ending on 28 November
2019 has ruled out the site for a Garden Village and allocated it protected status as an
Important Employment Site. The current draft Tandridge Local Plan earmarks the
aerodrome for employment purposes and notes that the site is within the Green Belt
with a high risk of surface water flooding. Part of the site is within the boundary of
Reigate and Banstead Borough Council whose Local Plan proposal to safeguard the
site for housing has been rejected by the Planning Inspector examining the plan.
Closed on 30 June 2020 as a result of off-shore oil and gas industry flight operations
being transferred to Sumburgh.
Thurrock Council have issued to the landowner’s agent a Scoping Opinion on an
Environmental Impact Assessment for development of 750 houses, a medical centre
and employment units on aerodrome site.
Stratford-on-Avon District Council Core Strategy stated policy is to “Retain and
support the enhancement of the established flying functions and aviation related
facilities at Wellesbourne Airfield”. The Council have rescinded the owner’s permitted
development rights and have initiated negotiations for an agreed purchase of the site
whilst also taking CPO action to acquire the site. £1.125 million has been set aside in
the Council’s 2019 / 2020 budget to fund the CPO action. Under a MoU dated 30
August 2019 between the Council and the site owners, the CPO action has been
suspended for up to a year to allow the owners to propose limited development of the
site whilst retaining the aviation facilities with some of the tenants being offered
continued occupancy of the site to cover the period of the MoU.

Scatsta
Thurrock

Wellesbourne
Mountford

Wycombe Air Park

MoD Sites
Abingdon Aerodrome
2024/25

Alconbury 2019
Brawdy 2024

Site lease holder (Helicopter Aircraft Holdings Ltd) has agreed new leases with the
land owner, Wycombe District Council (now assimilated into the new
Buckinghamshire Council). The Council’s adopted 2033 Local Plan provides for an
industrial / warehousing complex on south-western part of the site requiring shortening
of runway 35 and relocation of gliding activities to the north, for which changes a
public consultation has been held.
The following MoD aerodrome sites are planned for disposal in the years
indicated:
Site earmarked for Garden Village style development with 1,200 homes in Vale of
White Horse District Council 2031 Local Plan Part 2 adopted by the Council on 9
October 2019. Under the Plan, the development area is restricted to the south of the
old runway 08/26.
Major part of site already being developed with 5,000 homes.
Cawdor Barracks. Defence Infrastructure Organisation (DIO) have submitted site for
mixed use development for the review of 2033 Local Development Plan 2 by
Pembrokeshire Council but this is not included in the draft Plan issued for public
consultation ending on 18 March 2020.
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Aerodrome
Colerne 2025
Dishforth 2031

Halton Aerodrome
2022

Henlow 2023

Linton-on-Ouse 2020

Mildenhall 2027
North Luffenham
2022

Scampton 2022
Spitalgate 2024

Swanton Morley
2031
Tern Hill 2025

Wethersfield 2025
Wyton Aerodrome
2019

Current Status
Aerodrome was originally expected to be sold in 2018. Local business interest in
maintaining the aerodrome for aviation purposes.
Aerodrome site being disposed of but not included for development in the 2035
Harrogate Borough Council Local Plan adopted by the Council on 4 March 2020 but
site is expected to be considered during first review of the adopted Plan.
The DIO future vision document for RAF Halton & the Aylesbury Vale District
Council (now assimilated into the new Buckinghamshire Council) definitive 2033
Local Plan exclude development of the aerodrome site. Public hearings of the Local
Plan ended on 20 July 2018.
Future of the site being progressed by a partnership between the DIO and HE. Site
earmarked for mixed use / specialist employment development in Central Bedfordshire
Council draft 2035 Local Plan Part 2 submitted for Public Examination on 30 April
2018 with public hearings ending on 25 July 2019. Flying operations notified as
suspended until 1 September 2020.
Under the Services out sourcing agreement with Ascent, basic fixed wing flying
training will be conducted at RAF Valley in Anglesey rendering Linton-on-Ouse
surplus to MoD requirements.
The Forest Heath (now part of West Suffolk) District Council Vision & Prospectus
document for the site retains the aviation facilities including the runway.
DIO / Rutland County Council public consultation on Garden Village proposal for site
ended on 15 June 2018. After further public consultation the proposed development
will be included in the emerging 2036 Local Plan. Project accepted under Government
Garden Village programme.
The resident Red Arrows display team will relocate to RAF Waddington.
Prince William of Gloucester Barracks. Future of the site being progressed by a
partnership between the DIO and HE. Site earmarked for a Garden Village style
settlement in South Kesteven District Council 2036 Local Plan adopted by the Council
on 30 January 2020.
Robertson Barracks. There is no reference to the closure of the Barracks in the
definitive Breckland Council 2036 Local Plan adopted by the Council on 28 November
2019.
Clive Barracks. Shropshire Council strategic site consultation ending on 9 September
2019 includes a 750 home mixed use development of the Barracks site leaving the
airfield intact.
Future of the site being progressed by a partnership between the DIO and HE with a
new prison and housing being considered.
DIO has a Land Sales Delivery Partnership Agreement with property developer Crest
Nicholson and proposed a 4,500-home development on site which is not included in
the Huntingdonshire District Council adopted 2036 Local Plan but is in the Council’s
Housing and Economic Land Availability Assessment. Marshall Group is considering
relocating from Cambridge (see page 1) to the site.
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https://www.rafmuseum.org.uk

The RAF London museum is situated on what used to be RAF Hendon and holds over 95 aircraft in four
themed aircraft halls.
The museum at Cosford, acknowledged as one of the leading public attractions in the Midlands, displays
over 70 aircraft and is home to the National Cold War Exhibition.

They have a ‘welcome back/safety’ video! Please take a look at the link
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a9LR9bgaa5o

MUSEUM NEWS
ADOPT A PIECE OF RAF HISTORY!
The Royal Air Force Museum have announced an exciting new programme which offers members of the
public the opportunity to adopt one of over 50 objects within the Museum’s collection. ‘Adopt an
Artefact’ is a unique opportunity for everyone to be part of the RAF’s story, while raising funds for the
RAF Museum.
With a collection of more than 1.3 million items, spanning more than a century of RAF history, Adopt an
Artefact highlights a selection of iconic objects, each with their own fascinating story to tell.
You can explore the Museum’s unique collection and browse through more than 50 items up for
adoption, including everything from lapel badges, lucky mascots and a Red Arrows flying suit, to aircraft
and even fragments of the Möhne Dam and an Operation GRAPPLE commemorative beer mat, there
really is something for everyone!

Bader’s Logbook

RAF Evening Bag

There are three tiers (Standard, Enhanced and Exclusive), starting at £25.00 and adoptions last 12
months from the date they are adopted. Artefacts can be adopted on an individual or corporate basis
and those adopting one of the Exclusive tier items will receive additional benefits tailored to their
adoption.
Adoptees can make their adoption go even further by opting to add Gift Aid which will increase their
donation by 25% for no extra cost. All adoptees will receive a digital adoption certificate and photo of
their adopted artefact, along with exclusive updates and information on the chosen object throughout the
year. Recognition of your adoption will feature alongside the object on Collections Online, the Museum’s
new digital collections system.
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Avis Hearn’s uniform

RAF Playing Cards

If purchased as a gift, or in memory of a loved one, you have the option to include a dedicated message
along with the name of adoptee.
To celebrate the launch, the Museum is offering up to 20 people the chance to adopt the iconic Supermarine Spitfire Mk Vb. Ordinarily this item would feature within the Exclusive tier however, for the launch
of “Adopt an Artefact” you can adopt this item for £200 within the Standard tier, the ultimate gift for any
aviation fan.
See https://www.rafmuseum.org.uk/support-us/adopt-an-artefact/default.aspx

ONLINE FANS ASSISTED RAF MUSEUMS WITH REOPENING PLANS
Over May half term the Museum launched a poster competition through its social media channels, calling
on members of the public to design a poster to be used by the Museum during the reopening phase. 100
entries were received across three age categories - Over 18s, 10-18 Years and Under 10s. The three
winning designs will feature on the Museum’s website home page and social media accounts, and along
with six runners up designs, will be displayed at both the Cosford and London sites for a period over the
summer.
Winners received a £100 prize bundle from the RAF Museum Shop, kindly sponsored by The Art Society
Wrekin and six runners up got an RAF goody bag thanks the RAF Youth & STEM Team.

Winners: Jo (Over 18s), Alice (10-18 Years), and Harry (Under 10s) each win a £100 prize bundle from
the RAF Museum Shop, kindly sponsored by The Art Society Wrekin.
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Runners up: Aleksandra and Sarah (Over 18s), Olivia and Thomas (10-18 Years), Aston and Benny
(Under 10s) will each receive an RAF goody bag thanks the RAF Youth & STEM Team.

CHOCKS AWAY FOR THE VIRTUAL SPITFIRE 10K RACE!
Date:

29 August – 15 September 2020

Cost:
Standard entry - £22.50 Discounted entry - £20.50 (Armed Forces Community including
Veterans, Personnel and Cadets) Family Run entry - £10.00 (booking fee applies, additional fees apply
for entries from abroad)
The Virtual Spitfire 10K challenge will end on 15 September, the 80th anniversary of the Battle of Britain.
Participants will then be rewarded with one of the highly sought after 2020 Spitfire 10K medals, an
absolute must for any runner’s medal collection!
Any families with younger children who would like to join in the fun can sign up for the Spitfire Family
Run, a shorter 1km race suitable for all ages, and participants will be rewarded with a medal upon
completion.The Spitfire 10K is held to commemorate the Battle of Britain and the Royal Air Force
personnel who defended Britain’s skies during the summer of 1940. Participants will each receive a roll
of honour card with the name of a Battle of Britain Pilot to wear as they complete their 10K, sharing the
story of those who served in this pivotal aerial campaign with a new generation.
Register for the Spitfire 10K Virtual race online at www.rafmuseum.org
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RAF MUSEUM COSFORD
The RAF Museum at Cosford, Shifnal, Shropshire, TF11 8UP, is open daily from 10am and entry is free
of charge, but parking charges apply. For more information visit: www.rafmuseum.org/cosford 01902
376200
Opening hours: August- October (incl): 10:00am - 5:00pm last entry 4:00pm
From November: 10:00am - 4:00pm
last entry 3:00pm

Admission charges apply for some events and activities. There is a charge for parking.
Events may be subject to change and additional events may be added during the year. Ideally pre-book
your arrival time as this will help the Museum guarantee the space you need for a safe and enjoyable
visit:
https://royalairforcemuseum.digitickets.co.uk/eventtickets/28352?catID=27857&branches.branchID=20
48

COSFORD NEWS
The RAF Museum Cosford, Shropshire, re-opened on 6th July with restricted access. Dependent upon
the advice that they receive on 20 July, the Museum will review what further facilities they are able to
open at the Cosford site. But at the time of publication all areas below are now open with additional hand
sanitiser stations located throughout the site.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

RAF Stories and Test Flight
War in the Air
The National Cold War Exhibition
The Visitor Centre
Visitor Centre Café – takeaway service only
All toilets in the above Hangars
Museum Shop – Hangar 4

What may be open from August:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hangar 1
Fun ‘n’ Flight – Test Flight
4 D Theatre – Test Flight
Virtual Reality Zone – Test Flight
Black Hawk Simulator – Test Flight
Upper Viewing Gallery – The National Cold War Exhibition
Cold War Café - The National Cold War Exhibition
Cold War Jets Experience – The National Cold War Exhibition

RAF MUSEUM HENDON
The RAF Museum at Hendon, Grahame Park Way, London, NW9 5LL is open daily from 10am and
entry is free of charge but there are parking charges. For more information visit:
london@rafmuseum.org 0208 205 2266
August- October (incl): 10:00am - 6:00pm last entry 5:30pm
From November: 10:00am - 5:00pm
last entry 4:30pm

Admission charges apply for some events and activities.
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HENDON NEWS
The RAF Museum in Hendon, north London, re-opened on 6th July with restricted access but at the time
of publication all areas below are now open with additional hand sanitiser stations located throughout the
site.
•
Hangar 1 and Mezzanine Floor; Some interactives including all miniature aircraft; the Sunderland
Flying Boat and the Pilot Zone Experience
•
Hangar 2: Claude Grahame White’s Office; All interactives including Nissen Hut and the Upper
Galleries and viewing platform
•
Hangar 6: Upper Galleries: the Hawker Siddeley Buccaneer, Tornado GR1B and Chinook cockpit
viewing platforms and Some interactives including Video Voting Wall and Sounds of the Era
•
Claude’s Restaurant – Takeaway Service Only
•
Hangars 3, 4 and 5
All toilets in the above Hangars, including Changing Room Services Toilet and the Museum Shop
The following experiences within these Hangars will remain closed in accordance with current
advice on preventing the spread of Coronavirus:
•
•
•
•
•

4D Theatre
Sit in a Spitfire Experience
Tornado Simulator
Dambusters Virtual Reality Experience
Viewing Platform over B-17
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UK & EASA AVIATION REGULATORY MATTERS
UK
SHARING OF THE DIRECT COSTS OF A FLIGHT
NON-EASA AIRCRAFT UK AIRSPACE
The CAA has published details of sharing the direct costs of a flight by up to six people, which
superseding Official Record Series 4 No. 1274. This exemption, ORS4 No.1406, allows flights in nonEASA aircraft to take advantage of the more permissive 'cost sharing' rules for EASA aircraft as
described in Article 6 (4a) of Commission Regulation (EU) No. 965/2012 which lays down technical
requirements and administrative procedures related to air operations pursuant to Regulation (EU)
2018/1139 of the European Parliament and of the Council.
http://publicapps.caa.co.uk/docs/33/ORS4No1406.pdf

REVISION OF BALLOON AND SAILPLANE LICENSING REQUIREMENTS (PART-FCL)
For balloons and sailplanes, these new rules will apply from 8 April 2020 with a transition period of
12 months to full compliance by all Member States on 8 April 2021. These regulations include provisions
for the transfer of existing national licences and medicals, credits for training started under the old rules
and for training organisations.
The official AMC (Acceptable Means of Compliance) publication is available at
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?qid=1591287308176&uri=CELEX:32020R0357
and the GM (Guidance Material) at https://www.easa.europa.eu/document-library/acceptable-means-ofcompliance-and-guidance-materials/amc-gm-part-bfcl-issue-1

REGULATIONS FOR CREDITING OF MANNED PILOT FLYING HOURS ON
ANNEX I (NBR) AEROPLANES
According to the present draft of the Acceptable Means of Compliance / Guidance Material (AMC/GM),
this provision only applies to “the hourly requirements in points FCL.140.A; FCL.140.S and
FCL.740.A(b)(1)(ii)”. These are the paragraphs for the recency conditions required for the LAPL and the
PPL class rating.
The publication of the AMC was forecast for January 2020 but may have been delayed.
Acceptable means of compliance (AMC) means non-binding standards adopted by the Agency
(European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA)) to illustrate means to establish compliance with Regulation
(EC) No 216/2008 and its Implementing Rules (IR-OPS). (Annex I to Regulation (EC) No 965/2012 (IROPS)).Guidance Material (GM) may be provided by the Agency to assist the user in complying with an
Implementing Rule (IR), where this material does not form part of the IR or associated AMC.

CHANGES TO THE AIRCREW REGULATIONS AFFECTING THE ACCEPTANCE
OF THIRD COUNTRY ICAO LICENCES AND CERTIFICATES
Amendment (EU) 2020/723 to Commission Regulation (EU) 1178/2011 (the Aircrew Regulation) came
into effect 22 June 2020. https://publicapps.caa.co.uk/docs/33/CAP%201939%20(3).pdf
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There has been a significant change to the rules for the conversion or validation of Third Country ICAO
compliant licences/certificates detailed in Article 8 and Annex III to the Aircrew Regulation. These
requirements have been transferred into Articles 3, 4, 9 and 10. Article 8 and Annex III will be deleted as
of 22 June 2020.
The complete legislation is available
https://www.easa.europa.eu/sites/default/files/dfu/Easy_Access_Rules_for_Aircrew-Jun20_0.pdf

UK GA AFTER BEXIT
For the CAA’s UK's exit from the EU read more on http://www.caa.co.uk/Our-work/About-us/EU-exit

EUROPEAN (EASA) AVIATION REGULATORY MATTERS
GA LICENSING
https://www.easa.europa.eu/easa-and-you/general-aviation

EASA PART-FCL CHANGES
UK GA aviators can also keep up to date on European developments by subscribing (at no cost) to
the Europe Air Sports Newsletters delivered straight to your inbox via the Europe Air Sports website
which can be found at www.europe-air-sports.org There is a wealth of information in their Newsletters
and well worth receiving issues of the EAS Newsletter direct to your inbox, which is completely free of
charge.
My thanks to European Air Sports Newsletter Editor Diana King for allowing précis of information
published from the bi-monthly EAS Newsletter.
July 2020 issue https://www.europe-air-sports.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/EAS-Newsletter-July-20201.pdf
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CAA CONSULTATIONS
DRAFT PROCEDURE FOR REVIEWING THE CLASSIFICATION OF AIRSPACE
The CAA is introducing a new procedure to review and where appropriate amend airspace classification
and is seeking your views on the procedure they propose to adopt for amending the classification of
airspace, reflecting the CAA’s airspace functions, government policy and best practice decision-making.
The classification determines the flight rules that apply in that airspace and the procedures that must be
followed.
They ARE NOT seeking your views on the policy on airspace classification nor the classifications of
particular volumes of airspace, nor on government policy, including the Air Navigation Guidance and the
functions given to us which come directly from the Secretary of State.
To find out more about the proposed procedure, please read the consultation document CAP 1934 in full
https://publicapps.caa.co.uk/docs/33/CAP%201934%20Draft%20procedure%20for%20reviewing%20the
%20classification%20of%20airspace%20(publish).pdf
Or in brief: https://publicapps.caa.co.uk/docs/33/CAP%201934a.pdf
Consultation closes: 23.59 on 17th September 2020
Submit online https://consultations.caa.co.uk/policy-development/draft-procedure-to-review-airspaceclassification/consultation/subpage.2020-06-02.0610522057

CAA RESPONSE TO CONSULTATIONS
Operation of Permit-to-Fly ex-military aircraft on the UK register: Closed 12th June 2020 and their
response has not yet been published

For other responses and CAA action taken
https://consultations.caa.co.uk/we_asked_you_said/

on

recent

closed

consultations

see
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http://www.airleague.co.uk

The Air League believes deeply in and champions aviation and aerospace and highlights their role in
security, technological innovation and their important contribution to British society and British economy.
Effort, commitment and regular events have been pivotal in shaping the entire aviation and aerospace
sector and driving debate and policy agendas as has encouraging and attracting the young bright minds
and talent of tomorrow via the ongoing provision of many Scholarships and Bursaries. The Air League
also works regularly with disadvantaged groups using aviation and aerospace as a gateway to lifechanging experiences and opportunities.

NEWS
2020 DRONE SCHOLARSHIP
The Air League is delighted to announce that Eagle Eye Innovations and RUSTA are sponsoring two
places on their PfCO Drone Training Course for two lucky Air League members. On completion of the
training and subsequent project work, the recipients will gain an NVQ Level 4 as well as the capability to
operate drones professionally upon successful registration with the CAA.

The Air League will be holding an assessment day on the 24th August 2020 at the RUSTA HQ in
Lincolnshire. The assessment will be outside and you will have a chance to fly a drone as part of this.
We are not looking for experienced operators, rather a natural talent, enthusiasm and motivation. The
residential course itself will take place in September 2020 and will involve a 3-day stay in Lincolnshire
(Bed and Breakfast accommodation and lunch will be included) with further course work to be
undertaken from home.
Applications close: 10th August 2020 https://www.airleague.co.uk/scholarships-2/uav-and-dronescholarship/
You will need to be a member of the Air League for this opportunity. https://www.airleague.co.uk/shop
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Are you, or do you know a University of West London Airline, Airport &
Aviation Management Student?
If so, all are now members of the Air League! This means that they are eligible to apply for Air League
Scholarship and Bursary programmes, as well as gain exclusive access to networking and social events
within the industry. To apply now for Air League Scholarships (up to 12 hours of free flying) and
Bursaries, visit the Scholarships page https://www.airleague.co.uk/scholarships/ to see what you/they
could be a part of.

AIR LEAGUE SCHOLARSHIPS
Over the past decade, Air League Scholarships worth over £2 million have been allocated to young
people across the UK and 2020 will see significant changes being to our scholarships and bursaries.
New opportunities will be introduced for the benefit of future pilots, aspiring aerospace engineers and
other aviation professionals.
Flying Scholarships provide 12 hours of Powered Flight training towards the award of a Private Pilot’s
Licence (PPL). The scholarship supports aspiring pilots gain further experience and is best suited to
those who have already done some powered flying previously or for experienced glider pilots wanting to
make the switch. Scholars undertake their training as a residential course over approximately 10 days to
ensure consistency in their learning and to allow training as a small group with other scholars so that a
fun, open learning environment can develop. The Air League works with the Royal Air Force Sport
Aircraft Flying Schools and other partner organisations in the UK to deliver the flying training.
NEW 5-hour flying scholarship. This scholarship is intended for those people who are interested in
flying but have had limited opportunities to do so. This scholarship will be residential and consist of 5hours of flying over a 5-day period. You will also be provided with an understanding of what it is like to be
a pilot, how you can become one either in a commercial or military setting and what training routes are
available to you. Those who successfully complete the 5-hour flying scholarship are encouraged to apply
for the 12-hour flying scholarship the following year. Applications usually open in November and
closes February.
Flying Bursary Programme supports advanced flying training for current Private Pilot’s Licence (PPL)
holders as well as those yet to gain their licence and who need assistance in finishing their training or
can be used towards night, instrument and aerobatics ratings. Applications welcome from disabled pilots
who are looking to gain additional flying experience. The annual bursary programme opens for
applications every January.
Air League Engineering Scholarships: a completely new and fresh approach to introducing young
people to the exciting and varied world of Aerospace Engineering. Applications open shortly
https://www.airleague.co.uk/scholarshipsold/engineering-scholarships
New format gliding scholarships: a 3-day residential course (usually in August) aimed at those who
have some or no previous gliding experience. As well as up to 2 hours of gliding each day, we will also
provide you with an introduction to how an airfield works as well as ground school tuition. gliding
Applications for 2021 open January 2021.
Airline Pilot Standards Multi-Crew Cooperation Course (APS MCC): Skyborne are offering two Air
League members two 50% Scholarships on their APS MCC Course.The course at Gloucestershire
Airport is available, standalone, for pilots who have completed their CPL and MEIR elsewhere and is a
significant part of Skyborne’s flagship EASA Integrated ATPL course. The applications are on pause until
COVID-19 restrictions are lifted. https://www.airleague.co.uk/skyborne-aps-mcc-scholarship and ATPL
Ground School Scholarships: two 50% ground school scholarships which entitle the winners to half of
the cost of their ATPL(A) distance learning theory course at Bristol Groundschool. https://www.bristol.gs
https://www.airleague.co.uk/scholarshipsold/atpl-groundschool-scholarship/
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Hoping to return in 2021 The Space Scholarship is a unique opportunity for 17-18 year old students
who have completed their GCSEs and are interested in the space industry and astronomy in particular.
The scholarship entitles you to a place on the residential Senior Space School hosted by the University
of Leicester in July/August.
http://www.spaceschool.co.uk https://www.airleague.co.uk/scholarshipsold/space-scholarships
Flying Scholarships for Disabled Veterans: The Air League and Boeing, in collaboration with Help for
Heroes, Battle Back and Aerobility offer numerous flying and gliding opportunities for disabled veterans
and current service personnel. https://www.airleague.co.uk/scholarshipsold/scholarships-for-disabledveterans
Stelios Disabled Pilots’ Scholarship: The Air League partners with the Stelios Philanthropic
Foundation, in association with Aerobility, to support an aspiring disabled pilot to achieve something
incredible. As well as a chance to work towards a Private Pilot’s Licence, this scholarship gave a wider
group of individuals to try out flying with Aerobility. https://www.airleague.co.uk/scholarshipsold/steliosphilanthropic-foundation-ppl-scholarship/
Check out https://www.airleague.co.uk/scholarships for full details

PROJECT SLINGSHOT
Project Slingshot, supported by the Department for Transport, is the Air League's new National Youth
Plane Building Programme that aims to initially build 3 aircraft for cadet and youth flying training and
delivery of Air League flying scholarships. The project builds on the recent very successful pilot project,
Centennial Wings, which was supported by the Air League and Boeing between 2016 – 2020.

(Photo: The Air League)

Project Slingshot uniquely focuses on a professional build standard delivered by actively mentored
young people, through drawing upon expertise within the RAF Sport Aircraft charitable organisation, the
aviation and aerospace industries, the Light Aircraft Association and core programme partners.
Deploying an innovative build and programme management system,
The project will better equip the young people involved to launch their future careers, whether inside or
outside the aviation sector and includes Apprentices, Cadet and youth groups, UTCs and university
students and schools, who will experience valuable hands on time on the aircraft as well as engineering,
manufacturing and aircraft technologies learning. The participants will gain mentoring from industry
experts, armed forces engineers and a range of volunteer/partner organisations such as RAF Sport
Aircraft.
Project Slingshot uses the catalyst of building a plane to capture the imagination of young people and
explore the different aspects of aircraft manufacture and each ach project will employ an innovative
distributed build ideally with three locations in a region for empennage, wings and fuselage.
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Teams will come together for final assembly and build sections in rotation, in order to maximise the
impact of the project. The Air Leagues long-term programme will inspire and enable young people to
greatly benefit industry, the armed forces, civil aviation and the national skills agenda. Each project will
involve:
• Up to three build locations within each region, with potential separate builds for the wings,
fuselage and tail sections
• A minimum of three teams of young people, each focusing on one build section. Each section can
have multiple teams working on it, depending on the format of the individual project
• One overall project manager, ensuring that build quality is maintained across the teams;
standardisation, intra build collaboration and mutual learning.
The aircraft built by the Project Slingshot teams will be an Airplane Factory Sling 2 and has been
specifically selected to fulfil the key criteria to enable the aircraft to have a lasting legacy for young
people in aviation as
• Is recognised by the CAA and LAA as being appropriate for flight training an remunerated use
• Can be certified for night flying in Instrument Meteorological Conditions
• Has been used in STEM programmes and for training all over the world
• Is able to be stored outdoors during the summer and has a large fuel capacity, meaning that it is
ideal for the efficient use of the aircraft for flying training and experience days for young people

The Airplane Factory Sling 2 aircraft (photo: The Airplane Factory)

The completed aircraft will be utilised for military cadets and other youth organisations' ab initio flying
and also will offer Night Flying in Instrument Meteorological Conditions several thousand young people
over a typical 25-year service lifetime.
If you are able to offer the Air League any support in Warwickshire and the West Midlands or have any
contacts who might, please get in touch with David Nagle, the Air League’s Director of Development,
t: 020 7766 3458, m: 079 3032 0191 or email: david.nagle@airleague.co.uk
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BURSARIES, SCHOLARSHIPS AND FUNDS
These pages are a compilation of RAeC Member Organisations bursaries, scholarships and Funds
together with others that may be of interest.

ROYAL AERO CLUB BURSARIES
2021 Bursary application forms and terms and conditions will be available for download on the
Royal Aero Club Trust website (www.royalaeroclubtrust.org) in September.
Air sports youngsters aged from 14 to 21 years (24 years in the case of Advanced Bursaries)
are encouraged to submit applications; this includes light aircraft pilots, glider pilots, skydivers,
model aircraft and drone flyers, paraglide and hang-glide and microlight pilots, balloon pilots,
and flight simulator pilots.
The closing date for applications will be 31st March 2021.

VINTAGE AIRCRAFT CLUB: LIZ INWOOD TAILDRAGGER SCHOLARSHIP
The Scholarship, named in memory of the late Tiger Moth pilot and flying instructor Liz Inwood, is funded
by donations from the Vintage Aircraft Club, Light Aircraft Association and the Inwood estate.
The Taildragger Scholarship was set up by the Liz Inwood Trust along with the VAC and we are pleased
to make this annual award is available to qualified pilots, under 36 years old, with 100hrs or more who
wish to convert from typical flying club nose wheel designs to older tailwheel types, and enabling them to
train for up to 5 hours at a recognised flying school.
Each year the selection panel will chose one pilot out of the many applicants potentially to open the door
to flying a wider range of vintage and classic types.
2020 applications opened June 2020 and the closing date for applications has been extended to
30th
September
2020.
The
scholarship
will
be
awarded
in
October.
:
http://www.vintageaircraftclub.org.uk

FLYING FOR THE DISABLED 2020 SCHOLARSHIPS
A scholarship includes 35 hours flight tuition and associated ground school which means that most will
have flown solo and some, at their own expense, have gone on to achieve their PPL. Scholarships
commence with a scholar’s seminar near the end of April, during which scholars are introduced to their
instructors and scholar training partner(s).
Flying training is undertaken at flying schools in the UK between May and October and will be of three or
four-weeks duration in either a PA-28 or a Microlight aircraft.
To apply for a scholarship complete the online enquiry form and a full application form will then be sent
to you.
https://www.fsdp.co.uk/apply/#masthead

Closing Date: November 30th 2020
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THE FAI AEROMODELLING SCHOLARSHIP
An annual scholarship of €2000 is awarded to pilots aged between 16 and 21 to help fund young pilots’
education.

Any young Aeromodelling pilot can be nominated, as long as they are between 16 and 21 years old. On
the form, the nominated pilot must list their education plans and achievements and, of course,
Aeromodelling results. The nomination must also include a personal letter of one page written by the
nominated person, on the following topic: What role did Aeromodelling play in your life and what are your
aspirations for the future? https://www.fai.org/news/aeromodelling-scholarship-and-spirit-flight
The BMFA will send the nomination to the FAI Office before 15th November in order to be considered for
the following year.
Contact BMFA HQ for more information admin@bmfa.org

2020 PROFESSIONAL HELICOPTER PILOT SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAMME
Helicentre Aviation Academy has extended the deadline of its 2020 Professional Helicopter Pilot
Scholarship Programme.
Applicants now have until 31st December 2020 to apply for the scholarships which include a fullyfunded modular Commercial Pilot’s Licence, a Flight Instructor Course, and a number of part-funded
sponsorships worth over £150,000 in total.
The programme is open to all Helicentre Aviation students who obtain their PPL(H) at the Academy
before the deadline. Prospective applicants can register their interest and download the application form
at www.helicopterscholarships.com
LAUNCHPOINT BURSARIES / AWARDS
Launchpoint is the BGA’s adopted charity and provides Launchpoint’s website at no cost. Launchpoint
supports gliding and aims to provide opportunities to experience gliding and to help participants, of all
ages, to develop with the sport. It does this through the Caroline Trust Awards and the Ted Lys Awards.
The Caroline Trust Award application form can be found here
https://members.gliding.co.uk/library/pwmf-lp/caroline-trust-application-form/
The Ted Lys Award application form can be found here https://members.gliding.co.uk/library/ct/ted-lysaward-application-form/
For further information and details: https://members.gliding.co.uk/launchpoint/
THE PHILIP WILLS MEMORIAL FUND (for GLIDING CLUBS)
The Philip Wills Memorial Fund supports UK gliding by lending money to gliding clubs for capital
projects e.g. purchasing land or equipment, with the Trustees having a broad brief to enable them to
provide a diversity of financial assistance to both clubs and individuals.
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The Fund lends at (very) low rates of interest, usually over periods less than 10 years. Typical loans
would be up to c £60k. The application process is simple with the Fund’s trustees generally only looking
to see that there is a good business case for the expenditure and (in order to protect the Fund) that the
club has the ability to make monthly repayments.
https://members.gliding.co.uk/club-development/pwmf

RAF CHARITABLE TRUST
The RAF Charitable Trust is developing a number of Scholarships and Awards open to serving airman,
cadets and members of the wider RAF family. These range from Scholarships for Disabled People to Air
Cadets and 6th Form Scholars with potential follow on into University to glider flying training.
https://www.airtattoo.com/the-trust/scholarships-and-awards

ARMSTRONG-ISAACS BURSARY
The Armstrong-Isaacs bursaries (up to £1,500) are intended to help young PPL trainees (up to 30 years
of age) through that later stage of the course when cross country navigational exercises mean that twohour, or longer, lessons are required, with the correspondingly higher costs over a single hour’s lesson.
To that end, applicants must already have a minimum of five hours’ solo.
Details of the 2020 bursary application can be found at
http://www.lightaircraftassociation.co.uk/Bursary/AI.html
All applications must be completed on the form available on the LAA website. Please complete and
email to office@laa.uk.com with the subject title Armstrong/Isaacs Bursary. Applications should arrive on
or before the closing date of 1st December 2020. The LAA may contact you for further information,
and may request an interview, if it is thought necessary.
Successful applicants will be notified during February 2021.

AIR CADET GLIDING FUNDING
If you are an Air Cadet you can apply for gliding funding via the Post GS initiative.
See www.juniorgliding.co.uk
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2020 AIR LEAGUE DRONE SCHOLARSHIP
The Air League is delighted to announce that Eagle Eye Innovations and RUSTA are sponsoring two
places on their PfCO Drone Training Course for two lucky Air League members. On completion of the
training and subsequent project work, the recipients will gain an NVQ Level 4 as well as the capability to
operate drones professionally upon successful registration with the CAA.
An assessment day on the 24th August 2020 at the RUSTA HQ in Lincolnshire which will be outside
and you will have a chance to fly a drone as part of this. They are not looking for experienced operators,
rather a natural talent, enthusiasm and motivation. The residential course itself will take place in
September 2020 and will involve a 3-day stay in Lincolnshire (Bed and Breakfast accommodation and
lunch will be included) with further course work to be undertaken from home.
Applications close: 10th August 2020 https://www.airleague.co.uk/scholarships-2/uav-and-dronescholarship/
You will need to be a member of the Air League for this opportunity. https://www.airleague.co.uk/shop

Checkout the Air League section in this Newsletter for details for more Air League scholarships and
bursaries covering powered and glider flying, engineering, commercial, ground school and disabled
pilots scholarships.
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YOUTH ACTIVITIES & OPPORTUNITIES
YOUTH IN AVIATION
Youth in Aviation is a collaboration of the non-profit, charitable and educational organisations involved
in enabling young people from all backgrounds to experience aviation and aerospace inspiring the next
generation. There are 16 organisations involved including YES, RAF Cadets, Scouts; the Air League,
Young Air Pilots, the BGA, RAF Museums, the RAeS, Brooklands Museum all working together
aiming to further the opportunities and access to aviation and aerospace activities and providing over
£300,000 of scholarships and bursaries each year.
The General Aviation Awareness Council have educational information for schools and many of their
members offer special facilities from visits to local airfields and pleasure flights to arranging for helicopter
visits to school sports field.
See http://www.gaac.org.uk/wordpress

YOUNG AVIATORS
The 15th Annual Young Aviators event at Sywell Aerodrome on Saturday 12th September 2020
has been postponed until 2021 http://yesflyers.org.uk/young-aviators-2020

BUILD A PLANE RYANAIR PROJECT
My thanks to Stewart Luck for his report:
Andrew Daines, head of training at Ryanair engineering at Stansted has teamed up with YES on their
first Build a Plane project with their engineering students.
Stewart Luck, YES Chairman, took Cllr Geof Driscol to show him progress on the Rans being built.

Andrew has had this to say about the project so far “The build with the students has given me a good
first inside into managing a project of this nature with students that are new to aviation. The kit is
although a basic aircraft is complex to build and 75% of the skills required are beyond the capability of
the students.
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This is good in that it presents a challenge for the students but presents problems when managing a
project on a tight budget, but this is also typical of the real life work situation.

The students that have worked the project have come on leaps and bounds in skills & confidence, a
project of this nature permits them to learn practice and develop the right attitudes and skills that will
prepare them well for the work place.”
Youth & Education Support, the Youth Education branch of the Light Aircraft Association, and
more commonly abbreviated to YES, works together with LAA Clubs, leading industry companies, local
education authorities, schools and universities and many others to educate, encourage and inspire
young people to take part in all sorts of activities connected with aviation, through:








Aircraft building projects (YES Build-a-Plane)
Training in meteorology, navigation and airmanship
Exhibits and activities for young people at aviation shows
Arranging talks and practical activity sessions for schools and youth groups
Arranging aviation activity days for Beavers, Cubs, Scouts, and Explorers, Girl Guides and others
Production and demonstration of training equipment for navigation and radio communications
Maintaining an independent web-based aviation information centre for youngsters, and
Providing guidance on a future career in the varied world of aviation.

YES are a group of aviation enthusiasts and pilots who organise and support events to help youngsters
develop an interest in flying and get them into the air.
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THE GREAT UK YOUTH ROCKETRY CHALLENGE 2020

The UK Youth Rocketry Challenge (UKRoC) is a great way to engage the next generation of engineers
with practical experience of building and executing complex missions.
Following the Government’s advice to avoid unnecessary travel and non-essential contact with other
people in support of its efforts to delay and prevent the spread of Coronavirus in the UK, it will no longer
be appropriate to run the UK Youth Rocketry Challenge regional events and it was with regret that this
year’s competition was cancelled.
Efforts will be now focused on planning the competition for next year and for those schools involved this
year, we will be contacting you very soon about carrying over your registrations.
For more information: https://www.ukayroc.org.uk/

BMAA HORIZONS BUILD-A-PLANE PROJECTS
The Horizon Project, organised by BMAA’s Terry Viner, is a build-a-plane scheme for schools and
provides a school with a comprehensive kit of parts to build a two seat microlight aircraft.
Before “lockdown” projects in progress included:

29F Rugby Sqn Air Cadets - Skyranger Swift
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Aston University Engineering Academy - Skyranger Swift

Benenden School - Skyranger Nynja, their 2nd aircraft project
For more information about the New Horizons project: https://www.bmaa.org/information-library/newhorizons
CADET SCHEMES
There are many opportunities and the majority of gliding clubs in the UK offer cadet schemes. These
schemes offer lower flying rates and sometime FREE flying in return for assisting with daily club
operations. Contact your nearest gliding club for details
If you are an Air Cadet additional funding is also available to you via the Post GS initiative. See
www.juniorgliding.co.uk for details.

YOUNG PERSON'S MICROLIGHT FLYING BURSARY
The BMAA fund each year selected candidates aged between 15 and 20 (on the date of the award) for a
flight training bursary. In order to qualify these candidates must show some history of an interest in
microlighting and will be selected by an appointed panel. There will be some additional flying and ground
based assessments to ensure the BMAA get exactly the right people.
If you would like to be considered please complete and
https://www.bmaa.org/information-library/bursary-application-form

submit

the

form

found

at

Application for 2020 will likely close 31 March 2020.
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THE AIR LEAGUE
The Air League has an App for young people to find out more about careers in aviation
http://www.airleague.co.uk/youthinaviation

THE AIR LEAGUE’s PROJECT SLINGSHOT

Project Slingshot, supported by the Department for Transport, is the Air League's new National Youth
Plane Building Programme that aims to initially build 3 aircraft for cadet and youth flying training and
delivery of Air League flying scholarships.
For more information see the Air League section in this Newsletter

JUNIOR GLIDING CENTRES (JGCS)
The British Gliding Association has set up a network of Junior Gliding Centres (JGCs) to help you get
what you want out of the sport. Each centre is part of a leading BGA affiliated club and is just the place
to meet up with other young pilots, develop your gliding skills and have a great time. Everything is set up
so that you’ll feel part of the gang from day one and can get straight down (or up!) to flying and having
fun. Subject to completing the required training, you can fly a glider solo at age 14. And there is no upper
age limit. We recognise that all young people can benefit from support in gliding and so we have a fairly
relaxed definition of ‘Junior’ – Junior gliding benefits and support apply to anyone up to 25 years old.

Each Junior Gliding Centre has a co-ordinator who is focused on helping you to join in and get flying.
They will be able to point you in the right direction. If you’ve never flown before, they will help you get
started and, if you’ve already gone solo, they’ll help you work out what you want to do next. Whether you
want to learn aerobatics, race gliders, or just fly, there will be something at JGCs for you.
https://www.gliding.co.uk/juniorgliding
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UNIVERSITY GLIDING CLUBS
The new academic year is about to commence and University gliding clubs offer students a fantastic
start in gliding. Usually based at the local gliding club, University clubs have excellent access to modern
fleets of training aircraft and some of the larger university clubs even have their own gliders and
instructors.
These clubs are often subsidised by the university and offer very good rates on flying to help cashstrapped students into the air.
Each year there is an inter-Uni competition. This week provides a focal point for all university glider
pilots. The competition rewards everything from going solo to doing a 500km racing task. There are also
some fantastic evenings after the flying has finished. This year’s competition will be hosted by University
College London and will be held at Bicester Gliding Centre.
There’s more information about university gliding, a map of the universities which have gliding clubs and
some advice about setting your own club up if your university doesn’t already have one.
Contact the BGA office and ask to be put in touch with our university gliding co-ordinator.
office@gliding.co.uk 01162 892956
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http://www.vintageaircraftclub.org.uk

My thanks to Anne Hughes for the following information:
The Vintage Aircraft Club may be of interest to RAeC members who fly older aircraft types and aim of
the Vintage Aircraft Club is to provide a focal body for owners, pilots and enthusiasts of vintage and
classic light aircraft by arranging fly-ins and other events as well as publishing a magazine called
“Vintage and Classic”. VAC has 350 members from all walks of life. Some are airline captains, Air Traffic
Controllers or Airfield Managers, some work for the NHS and others are engineers, designers,
photographers, aviation historians and writers, enthusiasts and amateur aircraft builders. Many are also
PPL’s.

NEWS
VAC Dinner and Awards Evening at Shuttleworth House is postponed until Friday 9th October 2020.
However congratulations to all the award winners listed below:
Allen Clewley Trophy - Andrew Caldecott and Andrew Butterworth
Denis Fry Cup - Dot Mathie
Desmond Penrose Silver Salver - Richard Blain
Ernie Lingard Trophy - Steph Giles
George Davidson Cup - Tony Ryan-Fecitt
Graham England Trophy - Zoe Mallam
John Blake Rose Bowl - Mike Fowler
John Edwards Trophy - Ray Nicholson
Liz Inwood Trophy - Anne Hughes
Mo Thompson Trophy - Kath Burnham
Pietenpol Prop - Alan Turney
Tony Harold Memorial Picture - Peter March
VAC Group Trophy - The Real Aeroplane Company
VAC Photography Shield - Roger Syratt

My thanks to VAC Chairman Anne Hughes for her report:
The programme of events for 2020 has been put on hold as we wait to see how and when the world
returns to a semblance of normality. The present pandemic puts into perspective our disappointment
about the disruption of our intended fly-ins during the autumn and early spring due to floods and gales.
However, the VAC do plan events throughout the year and were delighted to return to White Waltham in
January for their annual Aviation Poetry Evening. Well supported by VAC members and the West
London Aero Club, VAC were pleased to welcome as guest readers Philip Whiteman, David Bremner
and Steve Slater. Following a tribute in poetry and prose to commemorate the 80th anniversary of the
Battle of Britain, they took a light-hearted look at Flying for Fun and concluded the evening with poetry
from the audience in an ‘open mic’ session.
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Steve Slater, Philip Whiteman, Anne Hughes, David Bremner

Such is the popularity of the evening VAC are booked in for next January!
In February VAC made a third attempt to hold a fly-in at Popham! Thwarted by the storms and floods of
the previous bookings they all arrived in beautiful sunshine but, alas, the airfield was still too soggy for
landings and many members were still waiting for other strips to dry out. Nevertheless they had their
Aviation Adventures to share and also brought the Hounslow Heath 1919 model (as featured on
Channel 5) to put on display.

Jan Atherton gave an excellent presentation on the story of Alcock and Brown’s transatlantic flight in
1919 and attendees were further entertained by Manuel Queiroz who was able to tell everyone exactly
what it felt like to fly alone 27,056 miles around the world in his home-built Vans RV6.
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The VAC are really grateful to Popham Airfield for making everyone so welcome and providing their
irresistible ‘All day Breakfast’ .They are planning to return but hopefully with aeroplanes!!
Throughout the Spring and early Summer the VAC have continued to keep in touch with members
through the weekly e-newsletter and have been delighted to hear of projects, news and stories to share.
Despite logistical difficulties, and with many thanks to Vintage and Classic magazine editor Tim Badham,
the VAC have recently mailed out the latest magazine and editing for the next issue is already
underway.
However, their ‘wish-list’ of events has pushed many planned for this year into 2021 but are hoping to
see VAC members at an invited fly-in at Breighton at the end of August this Summer and have a Fly-In
to Turweston Airfield on Saturday 5th September.

THE BEAGLE PUP PROTOTYPE G-AVDF
Many of you will be familiar with the story of the five year restoration programme at Turweston of the
VAC’s Beagle Pup Prototype 001. Along with owner David Collings the VAC have been involved in this
project since 2014. The required work was completed in February and, after consultations with Francis
Donaldson of the LAA, ready to receive the Permit to Test in the middle of March. You won’t need
reminding of the global events that meant the hangar doors shut and the airfield closed just at that point
and the wonderful weather we were about to enjoy !
However, on 18th May when the airfield re-opened they checked out the aircraft with Francis who handed
over the paperwork for the first test flight on 19th May.

Very few were able to witness the event owing to Government restrictions on ‘gatherings’ but those who
were fortunate to be there were well rewarded for the hard work of the last five years. Since then 9 test
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flights have been flown by Francis Donaldson and Paul Shenton and the aircraft is now being painted in
her original paint scheme ahead of a Press Day planned at Old Warden on 19 th August.
Many thanks are due to ATSO engineering at Turweston and Steve Slater at the LAA who have been
instrumental in enabling this British, hand-built and unique aircraft to fly again!

VAC’s EASTBOURNE MONOPLANE
The 1913 Eastbourne Monoplane replica fuselage is now safely installed at Cornwall Aviation Heritage
Centre and enthusiastic planning meetings were held in January and February. The idea is to bring
groups of young people from the local area to see the project and take an active part in the rebuild of
this historic aircraft.

However, despite the enthusiasm of those overseeing the project Pete White, project manager, said,
“Our 1913 Eastbourne Monoplane replica project is on hold at present due to the pandemic that we are
all caught up in but as soon as we get the All Clear we can regroup and guide the youth of Cornwall
along the lines of practical ‘hands on’ aircraft building.
Do visit the VAC website to see more and, with an ever increasing membership, you can be assured
joining the VAC gives you the opportunity to meet and socialise with like-minded aviators in a friendly
and relaxed way in many different locations.
All updates and news of VAC events can be viewed on the VAC website.
http://www.vintageaircraftclub.org.uk
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